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1.

INTRODUCTION
Gas from Russia is presently supplied to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Finland.
Security of gas supply and diversity of supply is an important issue both in Estonia and Finland
and import of LNG has been found to be the best alternative to the present gas supply from
Russia in both Estonia and Finland. Several concepts at different locations have therefore been
developed.
Ramboll has been contracted to compare the LNG projects at the different locations based on
available information and identify pros and cons for locating a LNG terminal in Paldiski (Estonia)
compared to Muuga (Estonia) and Inkoo (Finland).
A selected number of parameters have been identified and evaluated. No engineering have been
performed as a part of this study and the evaluations are therefore based on Ramboll's general
knowledge within the area.
This document compiles the information contained in the documents:
·

100614002/281.001, 'Technical Comparison of Paldiski, Muuga and Inkoo Projects',
March 2010

·

100614002/281.002, 'Technical Description – LNG Re-gasification Facilities', March 2010

·

100614002/281.003, 'Technical Description – Harbour Facilities', March 2010

·

100614002/280.004 Technical Description Strategic Storage

·

100614002/280.005 Technical Description Synergy Industries

·

100614002/280.006 Commercial Comparison Paldiski, Muuga and Inkoo Projects

·

100614002/280.007 Market Analysis

·

100614002/280.008 Political Issues

·

100614002/280.009 Summary Report

·

100614002/280.010 Safety Issues

·

100614002/280.011 Environmental Issues
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2.

SUMMARY

2.1

Environmental Conditions
Both Inkoo and Paldiski are protected by land against the prevailing wind direction. Muuga is less
protected for the prevailing wind direction.
The number of days with ice as well as the maximum thickness of the ice is expected to be less in
Paldiski than Muuga and Muuga is less than Inkoo. There is ice on all three locations and the LNG
carriers visiting the gas terminal during periods with ice is expected to have to be ice classed for
all three locations.
The variations in the environmental conditions between the three locations are however expected
to be of less importance for the Large LNG carriers servicing the gas terminal.

2.2

Technical
From a technical point of view there are differences in the dredging requirements for harbours
and fairways, costs for the LNG piers, site preparations costs, export pipeline costs and the total
construction cost is expected to be approximately USD 85 mio less in Paldiski compared to
Muuga. Construction costs in Paldiski are expected to be approximately USD 30 mio less in
Paldiski compared to Inkoo.
Table 1 Capitalisation of technical differences (delta costs)

Cost (mio USD)

LNG Pier
Dredging
Site preparations
Export pipeline
Total
Cost difference

Paldiski
15
0
15
10
40

Muuga
0
70
25
30
125

Finland
1
55
5
10
70

0

+ 85

+ 30

For further technical details, reference are made to the documents:
·
·
·
·
·
·

2.3

280.001
280.002
280.003
280.004
280.005
280.006

Technical Comparison Paldiski, Muuga and Inkoo Projects
Technical Description LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities
Technical Description Harbor Facilities
Technical Description Strategic Storage
Technical Description Synergy Industries
Commercial Comparison Paldiski, Muuga and Inkoo Projects

Technical Safety
The gas terminal in Paldiski will be located in open country with little facilities within the
consultation zone.
Nearby office facilities, houses, the power station and the coal storage are located within the
consultation zone at Inkoo.
The harbour terminal at Muuga including the existing coal storage and future LPG terminal will be
located within the consultation zone in Muuga.
8

The Paldiski location is therefore expected to have the lowest impact on people, properties and
businesses in the event of a fire or explosion from the gas terminal.
For further technical safety details, reference is made to the document:
·

2.4

280.010 Safety Issues

Environmental
The gas terminal in Paldiski will be located in open country which presently is classified as Natura
2000 area. The pier will be located at a free coast line. The development in Paldiski is expected to
result in significant environmental analysis to demonstrate the influence of the gas terminal to
the species living in the area is limited.
The gas terminal in Muuga will be located in open country. The pier will be located inside the
harbour. The area around the gas terminal is already developed and though the development in
Muuga is expected to result in significant environmental analysis to demonstrate the influence of
the gas terminal to the species living in the area is limited this is expected to be less compared
with Paldiski.
The gas terminal in Inkoo will be located in open country which presently is classified as Natura
2000 area. The pier will be located at a free cost line as an extension to the existing harbour. The
area is already developed and though the development in Inkoo is expected to result in
significant environmental analysis to demonstrate the influence of the gas terminal to the species
living in the area is limited this is expected to be less compared with Paldiski.
For further technical safety details, reference is made to the document:
·

2.5

280.011 Environmental Issues

Supportability of BEMIP and Market perspectives
Supply and demand analysis showed that additional gas supplies are needed in the region and
thus investment in an LNG terminal in Paldiski, Estonia, could be warranted from a supplydemand perspective. However the market potential is dependent on the development and
investments made in the Baltic Gas markets e.g. strengthening of cross-border capacities and
integration of the Baltic and Finnish gas Markets. Analysis also showed that if investment in
Amber Pol-Lit was used to e.g. import Polish LNG, then this would severely impede the market
perspectives of LNG in Estonia and Finland. An LNG Terminal in Poland could however also be
part of a partnership with an LNG terminal in Estonia (or Finland) and become a sub-project of a
Polish LNG Terminal.
The LNG terminal in Paldiski would be able to fulfil the requirement, set out in the BEMIP to
increase security of supply in the Baltic countries. However for complete integration with the EU
single gas market, investments in Amber Pol-Lit and Balticconnector would still be necessary.
The market analysis was summarized and different locations of a Baltic LNG terminal were
compared in the following scorecard (scores ranging from 1 to 5):
No project receives the maximum score as even the combined size of the market is considered
relatively small and in terms of supportability of the BEMIP all 3 projects present the option of
new sources, but do not directly ensure integration with the EU gas market.
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In scenario one capacity restraints imply major restrictions for the Estonian location, where
Finland benefits from having a relatively large home market. Further Finland is reliant on imports
for providing flexibility whereas Estonia has more flexibility option (imports and storage access).
In scenario two market size increases but the central location of Estonia gives it an advantage for
supplying the entire market.
In scenario three gas is imported via the amber pipeline this reduces the market for LNG in
Finland as well as Estonia, however the market perspectives are slightly better for Finland
because of the Finnish market size and demand for flexibility.
For further details about the supportability of BEMIP and the market perspectives, reference is
made to the document:
·

2.6

281.007 Market Analysis

Political
The market analysis highlighted the need for any LNG project in the region to entail political
support - this could be on a local, national as well as international level. The different political
stakeholders where analysed in 280.008 Political issues.
Support of Estonian and Finnish governments, both governments in Estonia and Finland
have strong incentives to support national LNG projects (economical, security of supply, political
etc.), but would probably prefer a regional solution, if the markets are connected and the
alternative was no LNG terminal at all: Therefore neighbouring terminals receive a positive but
small score for scenario 2.
The markets are not connected in scenario 1, the governmental support in Finland is on one side
expected to be higher in Finland as LNG import is the only alternative gas import route security
of supply as well as diversity of supply. On the other hand governmental support in Finland to
scenario 1 is expected to be lower as the cost for the terminal has to be compensated by the
Finnish market alone. The governmental support score scenario 1 for Finland is therefore
assumed to be similar to scenario 2.
The market is smaller in Estonia and it is assumed to be more difficult to construct a business
case for a LNG terminal in Estonia which can obtain similar governmental support. Further, the
gas transmission system in Estonia can be filled from three directions why the governmental
support is assumed to mainly focus on diversity of supply.
The governments are not expected to support the development of a gas terminal outside their
national territory when the markets are not connected.
Diversity of supply will be obtained, to some extend, by other means in scenario 3 and the
governmental support to the gas terminal in scenario 3 is in general assumed to be less
compared to scenario 2. However, the distribution is assumed to be similar as for scenario 2.
It should be noted that an in depth analysis of the political issues was beyond the scope of this
analysis, thus the below scores are only representative of the above arguments, but alternative
motives and incentives could be relevant.
Local authorities are expected to provide full support to the projects in Paldiski and Inkoo. Land
owners are resistant to the development in Muuga and the support from the local authorities is
therefore expected to be more difficult.
In Paldiski detail land use planning's and EIA has initiated by local municipality and the EIA public
hearing has recently been held.
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Jõelähtme municipality has not initiated detailed land use planning according to locate LNG
terminal to eastern part of Muuga harbour.
The local authorities in Inkoo report that they have not received a development plan for a gas
terminal in the area. However, the local authorities in Inkoo has initiated detailed land use
planning for the Inkoo port and nearby area, which considers a building a LNG terminal in the
area.
European support does not differ based on location for the LNG terminals as long as the overall
goals of market development, Security of supply and Sustainability are equally ensured. All
projects are expected to receive the same European support as they all would lead to an
important improvement of the security of supply in the region by providing additional sources to
the region.
The strategic value of LNG storage is very limited, however availability of an alternative gas
source still has strategic value as all countries are reliant on a single supplier and only a few
supply routes.
Motivation for cooperation of Gasum: Gasum faces a dilemma in that new investments on
the one hand could provide a number of benefits e.g. peak capacity, new suppliers additional
routes, increased security of supply etc. However, new investments in Gas infrastructure in
Finland such as an LNG terminal and/or the Balticconnector could also change Finland eligibility in
relation to receive derogation from the 3rd market directive.
The risk of loosing its monopoly on the Finnish gas market could act as a deterrent for Gasum to
participate in any measures/investment, which would put their position at risk. If Gasum believes
that they will loose the derogation in the future anyway, then this might spur Gasum to postpone
and delay any investment decisions in order to not loose their monopoly before they stand to
loose it anyway.
The derogation of Finland was in the 2003 market directive based on the following:
“Member States not directly connected to the interconnected system of any other Member State
and having only one main external supplier may derogate from Articles 4, 9, 23 and/or 24 of this
Directive. A supply undertaking having a market share of more than 75 % shall be considered to
be a main supplier. This derogation shall automatically expire from the moment when at least
one of these conditions no longer applies.”
In the 2009 market directive, the third package, article 49 it says:

“Articles 4, 9, 37 and/or 38 shall not apply to Estonia, Latvia and/or Finland until any of
those Member States is directly connected to the interconnected system of any Member
State other than Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Finland. This subparagraph is without
prejudice to derogations under the first subparagraph of this paragraph.”
The issue is that the derogation in Finland is subject to a degree of uncertainty of what the status
of this derogation will be in the future. Currently Finland benefits from a full derogation. The
ministry of Employment and Economics commented on the BEMIP report “Future Development of
the Energy Gas market in the Baltic Sea Region” that the 3rd gas market directive would be
amended to allow Finland to keep their derogation even if Finland is connected to the Baltic
countries. This means that the Balticconnector would not affect derogation but an LNG terminal
would, then this could be a motivation for Gasum to cooperate with Estonia on a LNG Terminal.
Because this would allow Gasum to attain the benefits from the Balticconnector and LNG supplies
without risking their derogation and hence their market position in Finland. This is in line with
article 49 as stated above.
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However a connection between Poland and Lithuania could thus change the grant for exemption
in accordance with article 49, because this would imply that Lithuania is connected to the
interconnected European system via Poland.
Financially there is considerable motivation for Gasum to cooperate with Estonia for the LNG
terminal. Investment in an LNG terminal is subject to a certain level of risk and thus any
corporation which could reduce the risk exposure would be beneficial. Furthermore financing of
the investments could also be easier in a joint venture between several companies.
Gasum is therefore expected to prefer a Finnish terminal, but uncertainties with regards to the
regulatory framework and the issue of derogation could motivate Gasum to cooperate on an LNG
terminal in Estonia.
There might be a conflict of interest between the partners behind Gasum. Gazprom is one of the
large stakeholders behind Gasum and Gazprom is expected to be able to influence the decision
making within Gasum. Gazprom benefits of the market situation as of today where Gasum and
Eesti Gaas only can by import gas sold by Gazprom and Gazprom is not expected to support the
development plans for a gas terminal in the region, if this can be avoided. The other stakeholders
behind Gasum are expected to be supporting the development plans for a gas terminal in the
region.
Gas export to the Estonian market is assumed not to be essential for a development in Finland
and Gasum is assumed supportive to the development of a LNG terminal in Finland also for
scenario 1.
Gasums interest in a gas terminal in the region for scenario 3 is expected to mainly commercial
and depends on gas cost via the 'south corridor' compared to LNG import costs.
Based on the above it is very difficult to predict Gasums actual motivation and there are
significant uncertainties in the analysis of this parameter, why the scores should be used with
similar care.
Motivation for cooperation of Eesti Gaas. Eesti Gaas main interest is to increase the volumes
in their transmission system.
Scenario 1 is not expected to increase the volumes in handled in the Estonian gas transmission
system significantly, why the support from Eesti Gaas to a gas terminal in scenario 1 is expected
to be limited.
Scenario 2 is expected to increase the volumes in handled in the Estonian gas transmission
system significantly, why Eesti Gaas is assumed to support a gas terminal in scenario 2.
Scenario 3 is expected to increase the volumes in handled in the Estonian gas transmission
system significantly. However, the increased volumes are not necessarily connected to the gas
terminal, why the support from Eesti Gaas is assumed to be limited for scenario 3.
The additional investments in the gas transmission system to facilitate gas export from the
Muuga project is expected to cause Eesti Gaas to favour the Paldiski project compared to the
Muuga project.
Motivation for environmentalists - Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel and has perspective
to production of electricity. Its widespread use especially as fuel for CHP-s would reduce the
emissions in to the atmosphere (including greenhouse gas (CO2) emissions) and practically
reduce the production of the solid waste.
Heating in the Paldiski area is presently based on oil fired heaters. Local environmentalists are
expected to be supportive to the preliminary plans for the Paldiski development of integrating the
gas terminal with central gas fired heating facilities for the area.
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Local environmentalists are expected to be supportive to minimizing the environmental footprint
of the existing coal fired power plant in Inkoo by extracting heat from the hot water discharge
from the power plant at the gas terminal. The hot water discharge will thereby be cooled to prior
discharge to the sea.
There is already district heating in the Muuga area and there is not identified any synergy
industries in the area. Local environmentalists is therefore not expected to gain to the same
extend as for the other locations and might be more reluctant for the Muuga development.
For further details about political issues, reference is made to the document:
·

2.7

281.008 Political issues

Scores Scenario 1
Criteria

Wind
Sea level
Ice conditions
Impact to the sea
Impact to the flora and fauna
Natura 2000
CAPEX
Land acquisition
Supportability of BEMIP
Market perspectives
Support of Estonian Government
Support of Finnish Government
Support of local authorities
European support
Strategic storage
Suppliers and routes
Motivation for cooperation of
Estonian Gas
Motivation for cooperation of Gasum
Motivation from environmentalists
Planning process status
Safety

TOTAL

Paldiski

Muuga

Inkoo

5
3
4
2
2
2
4
3
3
1
2
0
4
5
1
3
2

5
3
3
2
3
4
2
2
3
1
2
0
4
5
1
3
1

5
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
5
4
5
1
5
0

0
4
3
5

0
4
1
3

4
4
3
3

58

52

64

13

2.8

Scores Scenario 2
Criteria

Wind
Sea level
Ice conditions
Impact to the sea
Impact to the flora and fauna
Natura 2000
CAPEX
Land acquisition
Supportability of BEMIP
Market perspectives
Support of Estonian Government
Support of Finnish Government
Support of local authorities
European support
Strategic storage
Suppliers and routes
Motivation for cooperation of
Estonian Gas
Motivation for cooperation of Gasum
Motivation from environmentalists
Planning process status
Safety

TOTAL

Paldiski

Muuga

Inkoo

5
3
4
2
2
2
4
3
3
4
5
2
4
5
1
4
5

5
3
3
2
3
4
2
2
3
4
5
2
4
5
1
4
1

5
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
5
4
5
1
4
2

3
4
3
5

0
4
1
3

5
4
3
3

73

61

68

14

2.9

Scores Scenario 3
Criteria

Wind
Sea level
Ice conditions
Impact to the sea
Impact to the flora and fauna
Natura 2000
CAPEX
Land acquisition
Supportability of BEMIP
Market perspectives
Support of Estonian Government
Support of Finnish Government
Support of local authorities
European support
Strategic storage
Suppliers and routes
Motivation for cooperation of
Estonian Gas
Motivation for cooperation of Gasum
Motivation from environmentalists
Planning process status
Safety

TOTAL

Paldiski

Muuga

Inkoo

5
3
4
2
2
2
4
3
3
1
4
1
4
5
1
5
3

5
3
3
2
3
4
2
2
3
1
4
1
4
5
1
5
1

5
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
4
4
5
1
5
2

2
4
3
5

1
4
1
3

3
4
3
3

66

58

64

15

3.

CONCLUSION
Three locations have been evaluated and the evaluations are very specific to the evaluated
locations.
The overall safety should be As Low As Reasonable Practicable (ALARP). There is less facilities in
the area of Paldiski, why this location is the best location from an overall technical safety point of
view.
There are in general more political parameters than market parameters, why the political aspects
dominate analysis and the result should be used with similar care.
The conclusion of the recommended location for the LNG terminal differs for the different
scenarios.
In scenario one (No new investments in the region - the case without Balticconnector, etc.) there
is a tendency in favor of locating the gas terminal in Inkoo, Finland.
In scenario two (BEMIP scenario – incl. the Balticconnector and upgrading of the LatviaLithuanian border capacity and Latvian-Estonian border capacity) there is a tendency in favor of
locating the gas terminal in Paldiski, Estonia.
In scenario three (Extended BEMIP - includes the investments in scenario two and as well as the
Amber Pol-Lit pipeline between Lithuania and Poland and includes new imports via the amber
pipeline). This scenario is expected to reduce the market and thereby also the business case for
the gas terminal. The evaluations conclude a tendency in favor of locating the gas terminal in
Paldiski, Estonia. The market analysis is not included in this phase one and the result should be
treated with similar care.
The provision of the Baltcicconnector pipeline is an important parameter for the sizing and
thereby also the business case for the gas terminal. Gasum appear to have positioned
themselves in a key role for the sanctioning of the Balticconnector pipeline.
It is therefore considered relevant for the projects in Estonia (as well as the project in Finland) to
consider the business case for a phased development. Phase one should include a gas terminal
sized to service the market as defined in scenario 1 and phase two should include a capacity
upgrade to service the market defined in scenario 2.
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4.

SUPPORTABILITY OF BEMIP AND MARKET
PERSPECTIVES

4.1

Introduction
In June 2009 the European Commission published the Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan
(BEMIP). The plan detailed the proposal of the development and integration of the Baltic energy
market. The BEMIP was one of the six priority areas identified by the EU Commission in the
Second Strategic Energy Review 2008 which focus was to:
“identify the key missing infrastructures necessary for the effective interconnection of the Baltic
region with the rest of the EU, establishing a secure and diverse energy supply for the region,
and listing necessary actions, including financing, to ensure its realization”.1
In the BEMIP report one of the identified solutions for increasing security of supply in the region
was the establishment of an LNG Terminal in the region.
This report evaluates the market feasibility of a LNG terminal in the Paldiski harbour in Estonia.
The following analysis is the first part of an overall market study containing 4 subsections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gas market analyses, supply and demand (first phase)
Security of supply aspects considering the LNG terminal (second phase)
Analysis of LNG business plan (second phase)
Ownership and organizational issues (second phase)

4.1.1 Scenarios

The analysis is based on a three scenarios which describe different levels of integration of the
East Baltic gas market. These scenarios are based on the recommended investments identified in
the BEMIP report: “Future development of the energy gas market in the Baltic Sea region”. The
scenarios are the following:
·
·

·

Scenario one: Baseline, no new investments other than Paldiski in the region (Baltic
countries and Finland)
Scenario two: BEMIP scenario - evaluates what the impact is if investments in the Baltic
region are the following: the Balticconnector and upgrading of the Latvia-Lithuanian border
capacity and Latvian-Estonian border capacity.
Scenario three: Extended BEMIP, this scenario includes the above investments in scenario
two and as well as the Amber Pol-Lit pipeline between Lithuania and Poland and includes new
imports via the amber pipeline.

Input and data for the gas market analysis will be based on public available information such as
the BEMIP report, ENTSOG Ten Year Network Development Plan, European energy and transport,
Trends to 2030, update 2007 and Ramboll in-house information.
The analysis focuses on LNG investments in Estonia (Muuga or Paldiski) and Finland, thus other
LNG projects e.g. in Latvia and Lithuania are not part of this analysis and are thus not considered
during the report or in the comparison of different locations.
Further the market study does not take into account any environmental, technical or
infrastructural issues which do not affect gas supply or demand on an overall level are not
included in this analysis. This is not to say these issues are not important, but they are not part
of the scope of the market analysis.
The analysis performed in this report is based on the project description in the Cover letter and
attachments of January 27, 2010.

1

Second Strategic Energy Review
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4.2

Gas demand and supply
Gas demand and the development of demand in the Baltic region, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and
Finland2, is crucial in order to assess the economic viability of the Paldiski LNG terminal. The
demand analysis will be twofold in that it will include analysis of volumes (annually) as well as
capacities (peak supply-demand), both dimensions which are importance. The analysis will
account for any supply shortages in the region, meaning additional demand coverage, peak
shaping opportunities and generally security of supply adjustment as well as supply opportunities
from third countries, which would present the market opportunity for the Paldiski LNG terminal. 3

4.2.1 The gas system

The Baltic gas market is characterized by the fact that it is an energy island in the sense that the
gas system in the region is not connected to the rest of the EU gas market.
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania form one part of the system and Finland which is completely
isolated forms the other. Estonia, Latvia and Finland have direct connections to Russia and
Lithuania is connected to Russia only via Belarus. Below is a map showing the Baltic gas
transmission system and the gas flows in the system.
Map 1 Baltic region gas transmission system4

The Baltic gas market is characterised by being completely dependent on Russian imports. There
is no indigenous production in the region and no connection to the rest of the EU gas market. The
region is completely dependent on Russia in order to meet its demand for gas.
Furthermore restrictions in the Russian transmission system, makes the Narva cross-border point
in the Northeast of Estonia practically ineffective. During winter the supply situation changes as
Russian imports cease and Estonia and Latvia become completely dependent on the Incukalns
2

Kaliningrad will also be included were appropriate

3

Analysis is not based on detailed flow calculation, but overall data

4

Source: GIE
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gas storage in Latvia for gas supplies Incukalns is also used to service the Russian market during
winter as well as Lithuania, The below figure shows how the Incukalns storage has been utilised
in recent years.
Figure 1 Natural gas deliveries, Incukalns5

Thus the Incukalns storage facility plays a crucial role in the area as it is the main gas supplier
during winter.
Furthermore in the beginning of 2006 and 2010 the Incukalns storage was operating around
capacity limits by this decreasing the operating pressure in the Estonian gas transmission system
substantially below the normal level of about 40 bar. This could limit the potential for growth in
gas demand, as increased flexibility is restricted by seasonal operational regime and the capacity
limit of the Incukalns storage i.e. as long as Incukalns is the main gas supplier during winter then
total winter supplies is almost restricted to the capacity limit of the Incukalns storage.
4.2.1.1 Kaliningrad
When analysing the supply-demand situation in the region one needs to take into account the
demand from Kaliningrad, as Kaliningrad’s gas system is connected to the region and is
dependent on gas imports via Lithuania and Belarus. Thus the demand in the Baltic region is
affected by demand in Kaliningrad as well. Therefore demand in Kaliningrad has been taken into
account in the below report.
4.2.2 Gas demand

For evaluation of the LNG terminal in Paldiski, perhaps most important question is to clarify the
question of the demand-supply balance in Estonia and the rest of the region, both for now as well
as in the long term i.e. how gas demand and supply are expected to develop in the future.
Gas demand in the region has been evaluated based on several publicly available sources. These
different sources have further been evaluated by Ramboll. The result is shown in the below
Figure 2.

5

Latvijas gaze, facts and figures
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Figure 2 Natural gas demand in the Baltic region, BCM6

It can be seen how gas demand is expected to grow steadily over the next 20 years, with a small
decrease in consumption in 2020 caused by a new nuclear power plant in Lithuania, however the
growth in gas consumption picks up again after 2020.
The overall increase in demand in the area is approximately 2,4 BCM compared to 2008. The
increase in consumption based on the scenarios is the following.
Table 1 Gas Demand in scenarios, BCM

Scenario one
Scenario two
Scenario three

2008
6,9
11,7
11,7

2010
7,5
12,5
12,5

2015
8,6
13,6
13,6

2020
8,2
13,2
13,2

2025
9,1
14,1
14,1

2030
9,6
14,1
14,1

Total
2,7
2,4
2,4

The lower increase in demand in scenarios two and three is due to a decrease in Finnish gas
consumption expected to occur in 2030, this is partly due to an expectations about increase used
of renewables and biomass. Demand in Scenario two and three is the same, because the
investments made in scenario two have integrated the separate gas markets.
4.2.3 Gas demand uncertainty

The above demand forecast should be viewed with caution, because a number of factors could
have an impact on these forecasts. These issues are discussed further in the below.
4.2.3.1 Political decisions
Political decisions can have a major impact on demand, decisions such as commissioning of a
new nuclear power plants and/or increased focus on Renewable Energy Sources (RES) can cause
for reductions in gas supply of maybe 10-20% in a country. On the other side gas demand could
also increase parallel to enlargement of RES e.g. wind power units by backing peak demand by
gas turbines for regulation purposes. An example of general uncertainty is the decision-making of
the planned investment in a nuclear power plant in Lithuania. The plant initially set out to have a
capacity of 2x1600 MW, but in January 2009 it was decided to only build half. This prompted

6

Sources: Eurostat, European energy and transport, Trends to 2030, update 2007, Ramboll estimation, http://www.soyuz.by/en/,

Eurostat, national reports submitted to ERGEG, rounded figures
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Latvia to say they would build additional capacity7. Another example is the Energy development
plan of the Estonian government limiting energy sources to certain percentage.
4.2.3.2 The Estonian gas market
Gas consumption in Estonia has been affected by the commissioning of new combined heat and
power plants in Tallinn and Tartu, both will replace natural gas with wood and peat fuel.
Furthermore in February 2009, Nitrofert8, which is responsible for an annual consumption around
200 MCM, ceased its production due to the financial and economical crisis. Production has not
restarted yet as they are currently waiting for the fertilizer market to pick up again, a number of
people are still employed in the company doing maintenance. Thus the plant is capable to
assume production once markets change for the better however this shutdown of production is
an indicator of how vulnerable gas consumption is in Estonia
4.2.3.3 Gas price development and impact on demand
The 2008/09 plummet of gas prices in Europe has led to increased investment plans for gas fired
electricity generation, as an example DONG Energy recently decided to invest in two new gas
fired power plants in Northern Germany after having cancelled plans about a coal fired power
plant.
Figure 3 Monthly gas and oil price development ($/BOE end of month)9

As the above graph shows, spot-market gas prices are currently much lower than oil prices and
there has at least momentarily been a decoupling of oil and gas prices. Whether the coupling of
Long term contract (LTC) gas prices, based on world market oil prices and short term gas prices,
will be recovered sooner or later is uncertain.
This is an indication of an over supply of short term of gas, based on LNG, in the EU gas markets
at the moment. A new LNG terminal would give Estonia and the Baltic countries access to the
“world gas markets” and thus to the cheaper gas. With increased security of supply, due to a new
LNG terminal in Paldiski, integration with the EU gas markets, and compared to LTC lower gas
prices, e.g. new gas fired electricity generation capacity could become economically viable. Thus
an LNG terminal could instigate increasing gas consumption in the region.

7

http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf109.html

8

Mainly produces fertilizers for the US market

9

Reuters
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Furthermore the recent technological breakthrough in tight and shale gas recovery in the US has
flooded the world LNG market with much cheaper LNG, because the US has rapidly decreased its
demand for LNG imports over the last few years. How this will affect gas markets in the future is
still not known, but it could imply cheaper LNG in the future. Also a large number of planned new
liquefaction plants in the world and re-gasification terminals in Europe could lead to the
assumption that the oversupply and thus that cheap spot gas would continue for a much longer
period. It might also make the timing for signing LNG import contracts favourable right now.
4.2.3.4 Gas supply as the driver for consumption
Another issue in terms of forecasting gas consumption is that demand is not necessarily the only
driver for consumption, supply can also plays an important role for gas consumption. The reason
is that when supply is plenty this implies higher security of supply, as well as lower gas prices.
Thus gas supply investments may to a certain degree also spur gas demand and consumption.
4.2.4 Potential for LNG gas supply

Based on the gas demand forecast presented in the above, the Baltic region will have to secure
approximately another 2,5 BCM of natural gas annually. The options for increasing supply are set
out in the scenario descriptions.
·
·

·

In scenario one there are only two options, to increase imports from Russia or via the LNG
terminal in Paldiski.
In scenario two, no additional imports are possible as the market is still not an integrated
part of the EU gas market. The potential market size for LNG imports do however increase as
interconnection between the Baltic markets is strengthened and Finland is connected to
Estonia via the Balticconnector.
In scenario three the Amber Pol-Lit connection is built and used to import LNG from Poland to
the Baltic countries imports are assumed around 1,5 BCM per year. This would imply new gas
sources for the Baltic region and could a serious competitor to other gas supply projects such
as the LNG Paldiski project.

Furthermore the Amber Pol-Lit pipeline could also be used for exporting gas directly from the EURU Border bypassing Belarus from Latvia/Lithuania towards Poland. In such case it would become
an alternative secure option for importing gas to Europe.
The below table shows the supply potential for the three scenarios, the supply potential assumes
two crucial and determining factors. For one it assumes that load factor or utilisation rates of the
pipelines are around 70% i.e. that gas can be imported using 70% of total annual capacity, this
share equals the average utilisation rate of gas imports from Russia in 2007. This rate will be
higher/lower dependent on the flexibility tools available e.g. if storage is available for providing
the market with flexibility, then gas may be imported at a higher utilisation rate.
Table 2 shows the annual supply situation based on import points and on scenarios. (The LNG
terminal in Paldiski is not included).
Table 2 Supply volume, BCM per year10

Russia to Latvia/Estonia11
Belarus to Lithuania
Russia to Finland
Amber (LNG Poland)
Total supply - Scenario one
Total supply - Scenario Two12
Total supply - Scenario three13

2008
2,5
7,5
5,5

2010
2,5
7,5
5,5

2015
2,5
7,5
5,5
1,5

2020
2,5
7,5
5,5
1,5

2025
2,5
7,5
5,5
1,5

2030
2,5
7,5
5,5
1,5

10,0
15,5
15,5

10,0
15,5
15,5

10,0
15,5
17,0

10,0
15,5
17,0

10,0
15,5
17,0

10,0
15,5
17,0

10

Supply volumes are based on peak capacity assuming an annual load factor of 75%

11

Estonia and Latvia only import during summer, which implies a halving of total capacity

12

Balticinterconnector in 2015
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If we compare the demand and supply forecasts made in the above, we get a picture of whether
there is adequate capacity in the import pipelines to meet demand on a strictly annual basis. The
result is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 Import capacity in relation to demand, annually, (demand/supply)

As the above graph shows demand is increasing more than supply, however evaluated from a
strictly volume point of view, there is just enough capacity in the system to meet the demand
forecast. However in order to ensure access and availability of the gas volumes this would require
extension of the North-South going pipeline in the region.
The sensitivity of this analysis is however interesting, if the average utilisation rate is reduced to
60%, instead of 70% as assumed in the above, this would imply a reduction in the import
capacity of 1,3 BCM in scenario one, and 2 BCM in scenario two and three. Such a reduction
would entail that the limit of the system on an annual basis would be meet around 2015 thus
requiring new import capacity, such as LNG.
This means that the actual utilisation of the Russian import pipelines plays a crucial role in terms
of whether there is enough capacity available in the existing system in order to meet the growing
demand.
4.2.4.1 Gas contracts
Availability and supply of gas does not only depend on available capacities, but also on available
volumes, you need a supplier for the increasing demand of gas. Long-term contracts with Russia
exist for all Baltic countries, but they differ somewhat in contract length. Price formals are the
same with two exceptions: summer gas price for delivery from RU to LV and average price
setting period for LV. Lithuania and Estonia have contracts until 2015, Latvia until 2030 and
Finland 2025. The actual availability of gas has not been available for this analysis, other than
Finland where the contract allows for 6 BCM of gas imports per year14, however whether this is
also an option giving the peak capacities is questionable (see section 4.2.5).
Whether Russian gas supplies could be increased to accommodate for the increasing demand
may also be questioned, with the Nord Stream pipeline coming online 2011/12 the demand for
gas in the area for either consumption or export increases significantly. With the coinciding delay

13

LNG in Lithuania 2015

14

ERGEG National Report Finland 2009
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of the Shtokman field, which has been postponed for three years to begin in 201615, the overall
gas supply in the region may be stretched to the limit of its capabilities.
4.2.5 Peak supply and demand, winter

The issue of supplying adequate volumes of gas is not the only relevant issue in relation to gas
supply, flexibility is also relevant i.e. timing of supplies. This is an issue because gas consumption
is not stable throughout the year e.g. gas is used for heating purposes in households. This entails
that gas demand is about 4 times higher during winter, with daily peak demand depending on
temperature.
If there is no extra peak capacity in the system, then it is not possible to increase the overall
volume of imported gas, because the system will not be able to deliver the gas to the customers
during peak days - thus peak capacity becomes a bottleneck for increasing overall volume.
The problem of bottlenecks can be solved by investing in gas storage capacity, which increases
the overall supply capacity, or by change of current storage regime backed up by constant supply
through pipeline system. However currently only one gas storage facility is operating in the
region, the Incukalns storage in Latvia, which supplies gas consumers in not only Latvia, but also
Estonia, Lithuania and Russia are supplied with gas during winter. Table 3 shows the estimated
peak demand figures for the Baltic region and the development of peak demand until 2030.
Table 3 Peak gas demand, MCM/D16

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania
Finland
Kaliningrad
Total
Demand peak - scenario one
Demand peak - scenario two and three

2010
8
14
14
22
7
67

2015
8
15
17
24
7
74

2020
8
17
14
24
7
73

2025
9
18
16
24
7
76

2030
10
18
16
24
7
78

45
65

50
72

49
70

52
74

54
76

Peak demand and peak demand development is subject to a certain level of uncertainty, because
it depends on not just overall growth in demand but also on sector growth. If growth in demand
is all due to growth in the household sector, then peak demand will increase relatively more.
Households consume only about 6 % of total gas demand of Estonia and Latvia. The majority
consumption is related to central district heating. In that sector changes must be expected
because of modernization of heat generation assets and supply systems thus increasing efficiency
and meeting 20-20-20 requirements.
A problem with peak demand is that Estonia only forecasts a peak demand of 5 MCM/D as this is
the capacity restriction - in 2006 however actual peak was 6,7 MCM/D. Furthermore peak
demand depends on temperatures, and thus as the impact of a very cold winter is difficult to
assess, actual peak demand data may simply not be available. Therefore a series of sources
along with Ramboll in-house estimations have been applied for the above figures.17

15

Reuters: February 5th 2010

16

Sources: “Towards an EU Gas Security Standard? Implications for the Baltic States and Bulgaria”. Electricity Policy Research Group

(EPRG) University of Cambridge. ENTSOG: “European Ten Year development Plan 2010-2019”, “Summary of Energy security of Estonia
in the context of the Estonian gas market“ AS AS Eesti Talleks and Ramboll.
17

The level of uncertainty should however be considered also in light of the recent decision to invest in more biomass fired heat and

power generation should reduce peak demand somewhat.
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Peak demand is evaluated in the event of a very cold winter e.g. 1 in 20 year winter, thus the
peak demand figures should only be considered potential peaks in the event of a very cold
winter. If we look at the supply total peak supply in the scenarios we have the following:
Table 4 Peak supply scenario one – winter, MCM/D18

Russia to Latvia and Estonia
Belarus to Lithuania
Incukalns (80% of total 24)
Total

2010
30
20
50

2015
30
20
50

2020
30
20
50

2025
30
20
50

2030
30
20
50

2020
30
20
22
72

2025
30
20
22
72

2030
30
20
22
72

2020
30
20
22
8
80

2025
30
20
22
8
80

2030
30
20
22
8
80

For scenario two we have the following peak supply situation:
Table 5 Peak supply scenario two– winter, MCM/D19

Russia to Latvia and Estonia
Belarus to Lithuania
Incukalns
Russia to Finland
Total

2010
30
20
22
72

2015
30
20
22
72

For scenario three we have the following peak supply situation:
Table 6 Peak supply scenario three – winter, MCM/D20

Russia to Latvia and Estonia
Belarus to Lithuania
Incukalns
Russia to Finland
Amber (LNG Poland)
Total

2010
30
20
22
8
80

2015
30
20
22
8
80

Calculation of the actual capacities is tricky as no information is available on actual flows. It is
assumed that since Russia is using the Incukalns storage for Russian supplies to St. Petersburg,
as well as the fact that Estonia and Latvia are completely dependent on the storage for winter
supplies, and that the import route to Latvia and Estonia from Russia cannot be utilised during
the winter months. Comparing peak demand and supply in the 3 scenarios we get the following
picture.

18

Source: GTE, ERGEG national reports and Ramboll

19

Source: GTE, ERGEG national reports and Ramboll, investment in LNG Lit

20

Source: GTE, ERGEG national reports and Ramboll, investment in LNG Lit
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Figure 5 Winter peak scenario one, MCM/D

Figure 6 Winter peak scenario two, MCM/D

Figure 7 Winter peak scenario three, MCM/D

As can be seen from the above figures, the question of peak demand and supply is quickly
becoming an issue of concern in the Baltic countries. In Scenario one and two, we have the risk
of having supply shortages in the event of a cold winter. In scenario two this would already
become a serious issue in 5 years from now.
In scenario three the additional gas supplies would ease the pressure for peak supply overall in
the region.
This implies a serious security of supply threat and most likely will be a considerable barrier for
growth in the natural gas market in the region. To alleviate the problem it would either require
investment in fuel switching capabilities as well as some sort of back-up fuel or to increase the
peak supply capacity. Options to increase peak supply capacity would be to invest in additional
storage withdrawal capacity or to invest in an LNG facility with some sort of storage capacity for
peak supply.
4.2.5.1 Internal Bottlenecks
The border capacity between Latvia and Estonia is currently limited to around 5 MCM/D implying
that since Estonia, as well as Latvia, is supplied strictly from the Incukalns storage facility during
winter, the total peak supply during winter in Estonia is limited to 5 MCM/D. This restriction is
mainly due to storage outtake capacity limitations and secondary because of bottlenecks in the
transmission system21. This is considerably lower than the peak demand. This capacity shortage
means that if demand for gas during winter increases to more than 5 MCM/D then gas customers
in Estonia will have to be cut off22. This was the case in 2006 when demand was almost 7 MCM/D.
21

Physical capacity is around 7,5 MCM/D

22

Alternatively other routes may be operated, as was the case this winter.
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Thus at the moment Estonia is reliant on fuel switching for security of supply by ceasing
electricity production and switching to other fuels.
In scenario two the border capacity between Estonia and Latvia is increased which should allow
for Estonia to import more gas during peak days. However increased peak consumption in
Estonia is likely to coincide with peak demand in the entire region. As Incukalns is the only gas
supply it is questionable whether any gas would be available during peak days. This is to some
extent mended in scenario three when the Amber pipeline becomes available.
The Balticconnector will most like not have any impact on peak supply in Estonia unless new
import capacity is commissioned in Finland, as Finland has no spare peak supply.
4.2.6 Results

Gas demand in the region is set to increase over the next 20 years, however a series of
uncertainties were identified in the report e.g. central heating systems, electricity generation
development in the region and industrial demand, which have a significant impact on final gas
demand.
In scenario one gas demand would increase by approximately 40% from 6,9 BCM per year to 9,6
BCM in 2030. However the potential for a LNG terminal in Paldiski, focused on supply for Estonia
only, would be limited by the fact that there is only limited national demand in Estonia. Export
capacity to Latvia is also restricted to 5 MCM/D, due to current storage outtake limitations
(approximately 1,25 BCM per year23). This would at best mean annual exports of 1,25 BCM plus
the increase in Estonian gas demand of approximately 0,2 BCM i.e. total market potential of
around 1,5 BCM. Thus in scenario one the LNG terminal would depend on Latvia and Lithuania to
buy the lion share of the import capacity.
In scenario two and three demand would increase by 2,4 BCM, approximately 20%. The
integrated Baltic gas market would allow for exports to Finland as well as increased Latvian and
Lithuanian exports. In Scenario three additional supplies would however come online via imports
of Polish LNG via the Amber pipeline.
The additional requirement for gas in the region could either be ensured by either increasing the
utilisation of existing import routes. The import capacity could also be secured by investing the
LNG terminal in Paldiski, Estonia. If the Amber pipeline was to be commissioned this could
decrease the requirement for additional import capacity in the region if the Amber pipeline was
used to import gas from Poland.
Peak supply was another important issue, as the analysis showed there were bottlenecks in the
system and the overall peak supply capacity to the region would already be challenged in 2015.
Unless this issue is solved the peak supply restriction will risk that gas consumers are interrupted
in situations when demand is high. This is already a risk in Estonia during winter. Overall the risk
could be reduced by the LNG terminal in the region.
Further the added value that LNG would present by increasing peak supply could increase not
only security of supply, but it could actually also allow for increased Russian supplies, by reducing
the flexibility of Russian imports. In this way an LNG investment would not only allow gas
importers to import more gas using LNG, but it could actually allow for increased Russian imports
if the LNG terminal was used in order to increase flexibility. The increased flexibility could also be
attained by investing in new storage capacity but additional storage capacity would not allow for
gas imports for new sources as LNG would. Thus LNG investment would give a number of
options, increased volumes (both new supplies, LNG as well as Russian) and increased flexibility,
all factors which would increase security of supply.
Generally, the value of Paldiski LNG Terminal will drop significantly if another LNG terminal or gas
supply project is developed in the region, this could besides the Finnish LNG terminal also be
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terminals in Latvia or Lithuania. Therefore, from a market point of view, only one LNG project
should be developed for the Baltic region. The Paldiski LNG terminal however provides some
general infrastructural, technical and environmental advantages, which are not covered in the
Market analysis24.
4.2.7 Conclusion

Supply and demand analysis showed that additional gas supplies are needed in the region and
thus investment in an LNG terminal in Paldiski, Estonia, could be warranted from a supplydemand perspective.
Supply potential for the LNG terminal would depend on the scenario and would to a large extent
depend on exports. The estimated supply potential for the LNG ranges between 0,9 BCM in
scenario three to 1,5 BCM in scenario one and 2,4 BCM in scenario 2.
However in order to ensure access to the entire gas market, a strengthening of cross-border
capacities would be required. Further access to the Finnish market would also improve the
market potential of the LNG terminal.
This strengthening and integration of the Baltic gas market would however be an important
element and thus political support in all of the affected countries would not only be desirable, but
probably also necessary, as the development and integration of the gas markets have been
discussed at length without any progress so far. This could perhaps change with the BEMIP
initiative.
Analysis also showed that if investment in Amber Pol-Lit was used to e.g. import Polish LNG, then
this would severely impede the market perspectives of LNG in Paldiski, Estonia.
4.2.7.1 Supportability of BEMIP
The LNG terminal in Paldiski would be able to fulfil the requirement, set out in the BEMIP to
increase security of supply in the Baltic countries: this would be done by providing an additional
source of gas for the region. Furthermore it would connect Estonia directly, as well as the other
Baltic countries indirectly, to the World LNG market. However for complete integration with the
EU single gas market, investments in Amber Pol-Lit and Balticconnector would still be necessary.
Based on the above supply scenarios the different locations of an LNG terminal in the Baltic
region is made, by comparing LNG in Estonia (Paldiski or Muuga), with LNG in Finland.
In scenario one gas markets are either poorly or not at all integrated. This would make Finland
the preferred choice if one was to build an LNG terminal in the region, based on the fact that
Finland has the largest market and has no alternatives for supplies neither in terms of routes nor
supplier. With no interconnection between Finland and the Baltic countries, LNG in Finland would
however not ensure new supplies to the Baltic countries.
In scenario two the gas markets of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia are integrated with the market
of Finland by the Balticconnector. This improves the market feasibility considerably for the LNG
terminal. From a location point of view this speaks for Estonia which benefits from a central
location in terms of proximity of the Balticconnector as well as a relative closeness to the Latvian
gas storage and the growing Lithuanian market, however Finland benefits from having the largest
home market. (The optimal location would also depend on investment cost analysis between the
different LNG projects and a detailed flow analysis to calculate e.g. transport cost).
In scenario three the market feasibility of adding a third supply source (LNG in Estonia or
Finland) is limited because of Russian imports as well as imports via the Amber pipeline). As the
additional sources are imported via the Amber pipeline in scenario three, an additional LNG
terminal but should be placed at the other end of the system to provide more peak capacity to
Finland. However neither LNG in Estonia nor Finland seems feasible in scenario three.
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An LNG Terminal in Poland could take LNG supply volumes further to Estonia (or Finland) and
become a sub-project of LNG Poland.
4.2.7.2 Terminal location score
When evaluating the above analysis in terms in a qualitative way, we have the following
indicative scores ranging from 1 to 5. The scores are only indicative as a more quantitative and
detailed analysis would be required to e.g. calculate the gas flows in the Baltic system.
In scenario one capacity restraints imply major restrictions for the Estonian location, where
Finland benefits from having a relatively large home market. Further Finland is reliant on imports
for providing flexibility whereas Estonia has more flexibility options (imports and storage access).
In scenario two market size increases due to the Balticconnector and strengthening of crossborder capacities. This gives the central location of Estonia an advantage for supplying the entire
market.
In scenario three gas is imported via the amber pipeline, this reduces the market for LNG in
Finland as well as Estonia, however the market perspectives are slightly better for Finland,
because of the Finnish market size and demand for flexibility.
Table 7 Terminal location assessment

weight
Supportability of BEMIP
Market perspectives
Scenario one
Scenario two
Scenario three

-

Paldiski
3

Score
Muuga
3

Finland
3

1
4
1

1
4
1

3
3
2

No project receives the maximum score as even the combined size of the market is considered
relatively small. In terms of supportability of the BEMIP all 3 projects present the option of new
sources, but do not increase the integration with the EU gas market.
It is difficult to make an evaluation purely based on market parameters as other issues are
difficult to detach such as security of supply. However to sum up the above table scores is that in
scenario one Finland enjoys a larger market compared to Estonia. In scenario two, Estonia
benefits from having a slightly better location and in scenario three where Finland benefits from
having a slightly better location.
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5.

CAPEX DIFFERENCIES

5.1

Summary
The differences between the three locations relate to the length of the pipe bridge connecting the
pier to shore, dredging requirements to increase the water depth to 14.5 meters in harbour and
fairways, site preparations for the LNG storage and re-gasification facilities and the length of the
export pipeline.
The cost items for each of the locations amount to:
Paldiski
Mio USD
15
0
HOLD
15
10
40

Pipe bridge
Dredging
Land acquisition
Site preparations
Export pipeline
Total

Muuga
Mio USD
0
70
HOLD
25
30
125

Inkoo
Mio USD
1
55
HOLD
5
10
70

The largest uncertainties for Paldiski are:
·
·

Requirement for breakwater for protection for waves from western and
northerly directions
The amount and cost of site preparations

The largest uncertainties for Muuga are:
·
·
·
·

Whether the harbour will build the breakwater. If the breakwater is not
constructed the pipe bridge cost is assumed to be similar to the Paldiski cost.
The amount and cost of dredging
The amount and cost of site preparations
The length and cost of the gas export pipeline from the terminal (it is also
questionable if this should be included as a LNG terminal cost)

The largest uncertainties for Inkoo are:
·

·

Site preparations are very low as the selected site is in a quarry developed to
get materials to the North Stream pipeline project. Site preparation costs are
assumed to be similar to the Muuga costs if a different site is selected.
The amount and cost of dredging
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5.2

Harbor Facilities

5.2.1 Piers

Reference is made to section 12.1.
A new pier consisting of a centre platform and mooring dolphins has to be provided on all three
locations. The construction cost for the pier is assumed to be similar for all three projects, why
there is no difference between the projects on this parameter.

Centre
Platform
Mooring
Dolphins
(typ.)
Figure 8 - Sketch of assumed new piers

The pipe bridge connecting the pier to shore is of different length for the three locations:

Pipe bridge length

Paldiski
800 m

Muuga
0m

Inkoo
40 m

The construction cost for the pipe bridge is assumed to be the same for all three locations.
No engineering has been performed and the construction cost has roughly been assumed to be
approximately 15,000 USD/m based on the description in section 12.2.

5.2.2 Dredging

Reference is made to section 12.1.
There is not sufficient water depth for large LNG carriers at all the terminals and dredging is
required at some of the locations:

Dredging

Paldiski
0 m3

Muuga
900,000 m3

Inkoo
700,000 m3

The dredging cost is assumed to be the same for all three locations.
No information is available about the soil conditions at each site and the dredging cost has
roughly been assumed to be approximately 75 USD/m3 for all three locations.
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5.3

LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities

5.3.1 Land acquisition

The land for the facilities is currently owned by third parties.
The site is assumed to be approximately 100,000 m2.
It is difficult to access the procurement cost for a specific piece of land and the land acquisition
cost estimates should be treated with similar care.

Land acquisition

Paldiski
HOLD USD/m2

Muuga
HOLD USD/m2

Inkoo
HOLD USD/m2

5.3.2 Site Preparations

Reference is made to section 12.1.
The top soil has to be removed on some sites and the sites have to be levelled out.

Site preparations

Paldiski
280,000 m3

Muuga
500,000 m3

Inkoo
100,000 m3

The site at Inkoo is selected in an existing quarry, why the numbers are very low for this
location. The numbers are assumed to be similar to the Muuga numbers should another location
be selected.
The site preparations cost is highly dependant on where the waste materials on site are disposed.
No engineering have been made on this subject and the site preparation cost is roughly assumed
to be approximately 50 USD/m3 for all three locations.

5.3.3 Distance between Pier and Storage Facilities

Reference is made to section 12.1.
The distance between the pier and the storage facilities is estimated to 1,500 meters for all three
locations, why there is no difference between the projects on this parameter.

5.3.4 LNG Storage Facilities

Reference is made to section 12.3.
The storage facilities are assumed to be of the same capacity and of similar design on all three
locations.
The site preparations include removal of soil to a layer which can support the load form the LNG
storage tanks on all three locations.
No data is available on concrete costs in the quantities required to construct the LNG storage
tanks for any of the locations and it is assumed the concrete costs will be similar for the three
locations. Other materials are assumed to be supplied from the same vendors why other
materials also are assumed similar costs for the three locations.
The construction cost for the LNG storage facilities is assumed to be similar for the three
projects, why there is no difference between the projects on this parameter.
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5.3.5 LNG Re-gasification Facilities

Reference is made to section 12.3.
The re-gasification facilities are assumed to be of the same capacity and of similar design on all
three locations.
The site preparations include removal of soil to a layer which can support the load form the LNG
re-gasification facilities on all three locations.
The main part of the materials for the re-gasification facilities will be supplied from the same
vendors and it is assumed the materials cost will be similar for the three locations.
The construction of the LNG re-gasification facilities is assumed to be contracted from a large
experienced international player. Main equipment is assumed to be purchased as complete skids
with minimum work on site. Interconnecting piping and structural steel is assumed to be prefabricated and transported to site. Pre-fabricated parts are assumed to be supplied from the
same location on all three projects. Hook-up and assembly on site are assumed to be by the
construction contractor and it is assumed he will bring his own people to the site to be in control
of the job.
The construction cost is therefore assumed to be almost similar for all three locations and no
difference is considered between the projects on this parameter.

5.3.6 Gas Export Pipeline

Reference is made to section 12.1.
The distance between the re-gasification facilities and the transmission system interface has been
estimated to:

Gas export pipeline

Paldiski
4 km

Muuga
9 km

Inkoo
4 km

The pipeline cost is highly dependant on the number of road, railway and river crossings, the
type of land the pipeline is installed in, etc. No engineering has been made on this subject and
the pipeline cost is roughly assumed to be approximately 3100 USD/m for all three locations.

5.4

References
Document No.: 100614002/281.001, 'Technical Comparison of Paldiski, Muuga and Inkoo
Projects', March 2010
/2/ Document No.: 100614002/281.002, 'Technical Description – LNG Re-gasification Facilities',
March 2010
/3/ Document No.: 100614002/281.003, 'Technical Description – Harbour Facilities', March
2010
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6.

SCHEDULE
The schedule for a LNG terminal is typically is governed by the lead time for the LNG storage
tanks for all three locations.
The typical lead time for the design and construction of LNG storage tanks is approximately 36
months.
The design of the LNG tanks is typically performed in parallel with the authority approval process
on time constrained projects to remove the authority approval process from the critical path.

7.

STRATIGIC STORAGE

7.1

Introduction
An LNG terminal may operate with low or no gas export from the terminal for long periods of
time leading to long term storage of LNG. The main issue to be considered due to long storage
periods with limited export relates to changes in composition of the gas in the LNG Storage
Tanks.
LNG is stored fully refrigerated at a temperature of approximately -162°C and atmospheric
pressure. The storage of LNG involves evaporation and removal of vapors from the storage tanks
in order to maintain the temperature in the storage tanks. The boil-off vapors can be exported to
the gas transmission system during periods with minimum gas export or flared in periods where
the boil-off rates exceed the export rate from the LNG terminal. Continuous flaring leads to
emissions to the environment that may not be accepted by the authorities.
In the evaporation process, the lighter components of the gas are the first ones to evaporate
and, as a result, the gas remaining in the storage tanks becomes heavier with time as the vapors
are continuously removed. The LNG in the storage tanks will eventually be off-specification when
re-gasified. Moreover, the change in composition leads to changes in density inside the storage
tanks. The density gradients may cause movements of the gas (known as roll-over) that may
pose a safety issue for the storage tanks.
To avoid the issue of composition change, the boil-off vapors can be re-liquefied into LNG that is
re-circulated into the LNG storage tanks. With this, all the boil-off vapors are recovered and the
composition of the gas in the storage tanks remains unchanged during the long storage periods
with limited or no gas export. A Nitrogen Refrigeration System is proposed to re-liquefy the boil
off vapors that are then returned to the storage tanks thus avoiding off-spec gas and roll-over
issues.
Strategic Storage of LNG is based on a situation where the market is normally supplied by gas
from other sources than LNG (e.g. pipelines) and gas supply from the Re-gasification Facilities is
only required in “special” situations where supply from the main sources is interrupted. In this
type of facilities LNG will be stored for long periods of time with limited or no gas export.
An LNG terminal for Strategic Storage will have to be equipped with a boil-off re-liquefaction unit
to recover the boil-off vapors from the storage tanks and avoid changes in composition in the
storage tanks.
This section is a supplement to the Technical Description of LNG Storage and Re-gasification
Facilities (Ref. section 12.3) containing the technical basis for LNG Storage and Re-gasification
Facilities with the purpose of strategic storage of LNG.

7.2

Concept options
The LNG Storage and Re-gasification concept for long term storage of LNG with limited or no gas
export is equivalent to the concept described for the LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities
(Ref. section 12.3). The additional facilities for Strategic Storage are outlined below.
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7.3

Design Basis
The Design Basis for the Strategic Storage Facilities is equivalent to that described in the LNG
Storage and Re-gasification Facilities Technical Description (Ref. section 12.3).
The only difference with respect to Ref. section 12.3 is that the minimum export flow for the LNG
Strategic Storage Facilities will be zero.
This is achieved with the installation of a small-scale re-liquefaction plant to re-liquefy the boil-off
vapors that are then returned to the LNG Storage Tanks as LNG.

7.4

Process Description

7.4.1 General

The LNG is assumed to be transported fully refrigerated by conventional LNG carriers to the LNG
Storage and Re-gasification terminal.
There are three main operations in the LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities (with Reliquefaction): (i) LNG unloading from LNG carriers to the onshore storage tanks, (ii) LNG storage
(without gas export to the transmission net) and (iii) LNG re-gasification and export to the gas
transmission net at low export rates.
LNG re-gasification and export at larger export rates is equivalent to the operation described in
Ref. section 12.3 for the LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities.
7.4.2 LNG Unloading form LNG Carriers to the Onshore Storage Tanks

The LNG Unloading procedure is equivalent to that described in Ref. section 12.3.
LNG carriers are not assumed to unload at the LNG storage and re-gasification terminal with
regular intervals but only when necessary, after a period where LNG has been exported from the
plant and the tanks need to be refilled.
The unloading lines are assumed to be maintained cooled-down in the intervals between unloading operations by re-circulating LNG to maintain the pipework cold and avoid temperature
stressing.
7.4.3 LNG Storage

The LNG is assumed to be stored at approximately ambient pressure fully refrigerated at a
temperature of approximately -162°C.
The storage of LNG involves evaporation in order to maintain the temperature in the Storage
Tanks. The vapors generated from this process are handled by the re-liquefaction system.
7.4.3.1 Liquid System
LNG is circulated in the piping system and returned to the storage tanks to maintain the pipework
cold and avoid temperature stressing.
The LNG used for this purpose may be: i) LNG from the storage tanks or ii) LNG from the reliquefaction facilities to limit the heating in the tanks due to the cargo pumps.
7.4.3.2 Re-liquefaction System
Boil-off vapors from the LNG Storage Tank are taken off from the top of the LNG storage tank,
compressed by boil-off compressors and cooled by a nitrogen refrigerant cycle where they are
liquefied in heat exchangers and routed back to the storage tank. The Re-liquefaction System is
shown in Figure 7-1.
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Refrigerant
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N2 Booster/Expander
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Figure 7-1. Nitrogen Refrigeration cycle for Boil-off re-liquefaction.

7.4.4 Export to the Gas Transmission Net at Low Export Rates

The LNG is pumped from the LNG tanks, vaporized in the re-gasification facilities and supplied to
the gas transmission system.
Part of the boil-off vapors are sent to the Re-condenser and exported with the LNG while the rest
is re-liquefied and returned to the LNG storage tanks.
7.4.4.1 Liquid System
The description of the liquid export system in the Strategic Storage Facilities is equivalent to the
one described for the LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities in Ref. section 12.3.
7.4.4.2 Vapor Handling and Re-liquefaction System
The LNG is stored at its boiling point so the storage of LNG involves boil-off to maintain the
temperature in the Storage Tanks. The vapors generated from this process need to be handled
and this is done by the vapor handling and Re-liquefaction system.
Boil-off vapors from the LNG Storage Tanks are taken off from the top of the LNG storage tanks
and routed to the Compressor K. O. Drum.
Liquids are knocked out in the Compressor K. O. Drum and pumped to the stream upstream the
Re-condenser or to the LNG storage tanks. Vapors are routed to the Boil-off Compressors and
pressure elevated.
The warmer discharge stream from the Boil-off Compressors is used as fuel gas. Excess gas is
routed to the Re-condenser and re-liquefied by the sub-cooled LNG stream during normal export
operations.
The minimum gas export rate for the Strategic Storage Facilities is zero. In case the Recondenser is not able to absorb the entire boil-off vapor volume during operational periods with
reduced LNG export flow rates, a side stream will be taken off the discharge line from the Boil-off
Compressors and routed to the Nitrogen Refrigeration cycle where it is re-liquefied and returned
to the LNG Storage Tanks.
The LNG Strategic Storage Facilities are assumed to be fitted with a flare and vent system to be
used to dispose of vapors during upset conditions.
7.4.4.3 Gas Export System
The description of the gas export system in the Strategic Storage Facilities is equivalent to the
one described for the LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities in Ref. section 12.3.
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The only difference with respect to section 12.3 is that the flare system in the gas terminal will
not be used to dispose of vapors from the gas terminal during periods with limited fuel gas
consumption and no gas export to the transmission net since these are re-liquefied and returned
to the Storage Tanks. The gas may need to be flared during maintenance of the vapor handling
or the re-liquefaction system.

7.5

Location and Layout Description
The Location and Layout Description for the Strategic Storage Facilities is equivalent to that
described in the LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities Technical Description (section 12.3).
The Nitrogen Refrigeration cycle would be located within the Hazardous Process Area.

7.6

Main Equipment Description
The main equipment in the Strategic Storage Facilities is basically the same as for the LNG
Storage and Re-gasification Facilities described in section 12.3. Section 12.3 provides a detailed
description of the main equipment items that are also included in the Strategic Storage Facilities;
these are:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Loading Arms (94-MU-001/2/3)
LNG Storage Tanks (01-TX-001/2)
In-tank pumps (27-PS-001/2 (A/B))
Re-condenser (27-HE-001)
Send-out pumps (27-PA-001 (A/B))
Vaporizers (27-HI-001/2/3/4)
Compressor K.O. Drum (23-VD-001)
Boil-off Compressor (23-KA-001)
Outlet Custody Flow Metering (27-II-001)

The Strategic Storage Facilities will not include a Minimum Export Compressor and After-cooler.
This part of the Vapor Handling System is substituted by a Nitrogen Refrigeration System, as
described below. A few clarifications are also mentioned with respect to the Re-condenser, the
Boil-off Compressor and the Outlet metering when these are used in connection to Strategic
Storage Facilities.
7.6.1 Re-condenser (27-HE-001)

The Re-condenser has the same functionality and characteristics as described in section 12.3
during export operations (including low export rates).
During periods with zero or low export operations where the LNG export rate from the facility is
not high enough to absorb all of the boil-off vapors, these will be routed to the Re-liquefaction
System.
7.6.2 Boil-off Compressor (23-KA-001)

The Boil-off Compressor has the same functionality and characteristics as described in section
12.3 when considering export operations. The discharge stream from the Boil-off Compressor is
routed to the Re-condenser or to the Nitrogen Refrigeration System.
During periods with zero or low export operations where the LNG export rate from the facility is
not high enough to absorb all of the boil-off vapors, these will be routed to the Re-liquefaction
System.
7.6.3 Nitrogen Refrigeration System (40-HZ-001)

The hot pressure elevated boil off gas stream from the Boil-off Compressor discharge is routed to
a heat exchanger where the boil off gas is cooled by cold low pressure nitrogen (see Figure 7-1).
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The pressure is taken off the boil-off stream and condensed LNG is circulated in the piping
systems and returned to the storage tank.
The cooling medium system is described in section 7.8.1.
7.6.4 Outlet Custody Flow Metering (27-II-001)

The Outlet Custody Flow Metering system has the same functionality and characteristics as
described in Ref. Error! Reference source not found..
The Outlet Metering system is installed downstream the LNG Vaporizers and will only meter the
gas exported from the LNG terminal.

7.7

Process Control System
The process control system is equivalent to that described in section 12.3.

7.8

Utilities/Auxiliary equipment
The utilities in the Strategic Storage Facilities are basically the same as for the LNG Storage and
Re-gasification Facilities described in section 12.3. Section 12.3 provides a detailed description of
the utilities that are also included in the Strategic Storage Facilities; these are:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Instrument air
Nitrogen system
Seal gas
Fuel gas
Water supply
Vent/Flare system
Open drain system
Power generation
UPS/Emergency power
Firewater

The Nitrogen Refrigeration system is the only additional utility installed in the Strategic Storage
Facilities and this is described below.
7.8.1 Cooling Medium System (Nitrogen)

Nitrogen is used as cooling medium to cool-down and re-liquefy the boil-off gas.
The cooling medium system consists of:
·
·
·
·
·

two cooling stages with a turbine expander in-between
a nitrogen compressor
a nitrogen compressor discharge cooler
a combined nitrogen booster/expander
a nitrogen booster cooler

The nitrogen refrigeration system is shown in Figure 7-2.
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Figure 7-2. Nitrogen Refrigeration cycle for Boil-off re-liquefaction.

The warm nitrogen from the heat exchangers is pressure elevated and cooled in a two stage
process. The discharge stream from the nitrogen compressor is cooled by a nitrogen compressor
discharge cooler en route to nitrogen boosters powered by turbo expanders. The pressure
elevated discharge stream from the nitrogen boosters is cooled in a nitrogen booster discharge
cooler.
Nitrogen is then routed to the 1st cooling stage in the “Cold Box” and pre-cooled by the colder
nitrogen from the expander discharge.
Nitrogen is then routed from the 1st cooling stage to turbo expanders and cooled down by
pressure reduction/expansion. The cold discharge from the turbo expander is routed to the 2 nd
cooling stage in the “Cold Box” and used as cooling medium to cool the boil-off.

7.9

Hazardous Areas
Reference is made to the layout description in section 7.5.

7.10 Availability
Availability is assumed to be an issue for the Owner of the LNG terminal and some equipment has
been spared for this reason.
Rotating equipment needs regular maintenance and must be assumed to be out of service from
time to time. Pumps are, in general, assumed to be spared to facilitate maintenance while
maintaining operation. It is assumed that the authorities will accept flaring of boil-off vapours
during maintenance of the compressors and the Boil-off Compressors are not assumed to be
spared.
The rotating equipment in the nitrogen refrigeration system (compressor and the combined
booster and turbo expander) is assumed to be spared during normal storage operations. The
spared capacity is assumed to be used to manage the additional re-liquefaction requirement
during LNG carrier un-loading operations and the facilities are therefore assumed to be laid out
with no sparing (or limited sparing) during un-loading operations.
Other equipment is assumed not to be spared.
The LNG storage facilities are thereby assumed to have an availability above 99 %, excluding
planned maintenance. This assumption should be validated by performing a RAM analysis as a
part of the Concept FEED.
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7.11 HSE - Health, Safety and Environment
The feasibility study has been based on preliminary HSE considerations.
The LNG terminal does not contain noisy equipment as such. Noise management issues are
expected to be limited to the Boil-off Compressor, the compressors in the re-liquefaction system
and the small compressors in the instrument air and nitrogen generation systems. These
compressors should be located with some distance from the boundary to the site to ensure that
noise limits are not exceeded. The need for noise enclosures around some of the equipment shall
be evaluated in further detail during the FEED.
Equipment selection is assumed to be Best Available Technology (BAT) to limit emissions to the
environment to be within the specified limits.
Rain water and other liquids collected from bunded areas and other areas which could be
contaminated will be routed to a skimmer tank for treatment before routing to the public drain
system. Skimmed off contaminated liquids and settlements are assumed to be sent to disposal by
truck.
Space is used to segregate the LNG Storage Area, the Hazardous Process Area and the Utility
Area as much as possible at the Site.
The control system is assumed to be a “fail safe close” system closing down and isolating the
plant in sections should an undesired/emergency event occur. The largest risk component which
could cause an escalation of an event is assumed to be the LNG Storage Tanks. The control room
is located as far as practically possible from the gas inventory which could put the impairment of
the control room at risk in the event of an uncontrolled event.
Firewater and foam are assumed to be supplied in sufficient amounts from a public system and
the impairment of the safety systems has therefore not been considered in further detail.
The relative safety aspect of the various plant components and their protection systems should
be evaluated in further detail during the FEED phase with the purpose of optimizing the plant
layout to lower the total risk to be As Low As Reasonable Possible (ALARP).
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8.

SYNERGY INDUSTRIES
The vaporization of LNG for the re-gasification process produces large amounts of (cold) energy
that is usually wasted. This energy may be used for a number of processes by integrating the
LNG terminal with other industries and thereby lowering the operating costs.
Some of the options for energy integration with LNG vaporization are:
1) Air separation
2) Cogeneration
3) Seawater desalination
4) Chilled water for refrigeration and industry
5) Cold storage and frozen foods
6) Cryogenic crushing
7) CO2 and dry ice production
8) Ethane/Propane extraction
The only option considered relevant at this stage is cogeneration and this is therefore the only
option described in detail in this note.

8.1

Energy integration of power plant and LNG terminal by cogeneration
The LNG terminal may be integrated with a simple or combined cycle power plant through the
heat transfer medium system (heating/cooling systems). The energy integration between the
power plant and the LNG terminal can be performed following three different concepts:
1) Heat transfer medium from power plant to LNG terminal (open loop)
The hot heat transfer medium from the power plant discharge is used as heating medium
in the vaporizers at the LNG terminal.
2) Heat transfer medium from LNG terminal to power plant (open loop)
The cold heat transfer medium from the vaporizers discharge at the LNG terminal may be
used as cooling medium in the power plant.
3) Heat transfer medium closed loop cycle
The cold heat transfer medium from the LNG terminal is used as cooling medium in the
power plant, and routed back to the LNG terminal where it is used as heating medium in
the vaporizers. This concept can be developed with three different approaches:
a)

Independent heat transfer medium loops
The power plant is provided with an independent cooling medium system and the LNG
terminal is provided with an independent heating medium system, each interfacing
with a heat transfer medium (cooling/heating medium) system interfacing with the
power plant and the LNG terminal. This system may be used when contamination is
considered an issue for both systems. This system has higher capital costs due to the
need to establish a separate heat transfer medium loop and also lower thermal
efficiency.

b)

Common heat transfer medium loops
The same heat transfer medium is used as heating medium in the vaporizers at the
LNG terminal and as cooling medium at the power plant. This concept will be used
when contamination between the systems is not considered to be an issue. The capital
costs are lower and the thermal efficiency higher for this case.

c)

Heat transfer medium closed loop in one end only
The power plant is provided with an independent closed loop cooling medium system
while the LNG terminal uses an open loop heat transfer medium system. The heat
transfer medium from the LNG terminal is heated by the heat transfer medium from
the power plant and discharged after use. This option will be interesting where a new
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LNG terminal is built that can benefit from the operation of an existing power plant
with a closed loop cooling system.
The energy integration of the LNG terminal with the power plant involves the vaporizers at the
LNG terminal and different parts of the process at the power plant depending on the option
chosen. The different process options are described in the following sections based on the
concept applied, either open or closed loop systems.
Thermal integration has been previously used in some projects, for example:
·
BBG at Bilbao (Spain): hot seawater to the vaporizers
·
Enron at Dabhol (India): chilling of the inlet air to the turbine
·
Eco Electrica at Penuelas (Puerto Rico): chilling of the inlet air to the turbine
One of the issues that need to be taken into account when considering energy integration
between the LNG terminal and a power plant is the operation of the plants. Both the power plant
and the LNG terminal may be base load or peak shaving. The successful operation of the
integrated system will require coordination and cooperation between the terminal and the power
plant.
8.1.1 Open loop concept

The possibilities for thermal integration with open loop systems are described below.
8.1.1.1 Heat transfer medium from power plant to LNG terminal
Re-using the heat transfer medium from the power plant
This option is based on the cooling medium discharged from the power plant. This is routed to
the LNG terminal and used for heating at the vaporizers prior to discharge.
Seawater is pumped in and used as cooling medium at the power plant. The hot water discharged
from the power plant is used as heating medium in heat exchangers to vaporize LNG in the regasification process. The hot water from the power plant is cooled down to ambient temperature
at the LNG terminal and can then be discharged to sea. This option is illustrated in Figure 8-1.
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Figure 8-1. Energy integration by open loop system.
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8.1.1.2 Heat transfer medium from LNG terminal to power plant
The options under this concept involve the seawater system used as heat transfer medium for
vaporization of LNG at LNG terminal.
a) Chilling seawater for the power plant
This option is based on a power plant with steam turbine generator cycle.
The seawater used for vaporization at the LNG terminal has been cooled down due to
vaporization of LNG. The cold discharge water may be sent to the power plant where it can be
used as cooling medium for the condenser (at turbine discharge). This will decrease the steam
condensing temperature thereby increasing the power generation from the steam turbine.
The thermal integration between the LNG terminal and the power plant is shown schematically in
Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-2. Energy integration by steam turbines (open loop system).

b) Gas turbine inlet air chilling
The heat transfer medium used for vaporization at the LNG terminal is cooled down due to
vaporization of LNG. The cold heat transfer fluid can then be used in the power plant to cool the
inlet air to the turbine.
The heat transfer medium to be used in this option may be: glycol/water, methanol/water or
seawater.
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Figure 8-3. Energy integration with turbines.

Reducing the temperature of the inlet air increases the mass of air entering the turbine (since the
volume is maintained). Then, more fuel is fired to maintain the combustion conditions and more
power can be generated from the expansion of a higher mass of exhaust gas. More power is
generated but the cost of both the LNG terminal and the power plant is increased, so an
evaluation of the value of the extra power sold versus the cost of the extra fuel used needs to be
made.
The minimum air inlet temperature is approximately 7 °C because at colder temperatures and
with the additional temperature decrease due to pressure drop, there is significant water
condensation (from air humidity) that may freeze and damage the turbine. This means a
temperature of at least 1-2 °C is required for the cooling medium.
This option improves the efficiency and the power output of the power plant without significant
additional capital investment.
This option is especially attractive in warm locations where the ambient temperature is high. This
is not the case for the Baltic Sea area.
8.1.2 Closed loop concept

The possibilities for thermal integration with closed loop systems are described below.
a) Chilling heat transfer medium for the power plant
This option is based on a power plant with steam turbine generator cycle. The principle is exactly
the same as described for the open loop system in section 8.1.1.2(a) but the heat transfer
medium would not be seawater.
The thermal integration between the LNG terminal and the power plant is shown schematically in
Figure 8-4 and a detailed process scheme is shown in Figure 8-5.
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Figure 8-4. Energy integration by steam turbines (closed loop).

Figure 8-5. Energy integration by steam turbines (Ref. /2/).

b) Gas turbine inlet air chilling
The principle is exactly the same as described for the open loop system in section 8.1.1.2(b) but
the heat transfer medium would not be seawater.
The heat transfer medium used for vaporization at the LNG terminal is cooled down due to
vaporization of LNG. The cold heat transfer fluid can then be used in the power plant to cool the
inlet air to the turbine. The heat transfer fluid is then returned to the LNG terminal’s vaporizers in
a closed-loop cycle. The thermal integration between the LNG terminal and the power plant is
shown schematically in Figure 8-6.
The heat transfer medium to be used in this option may be: glycol/water or methanol/water.
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Figure 8-6. Energy integration with turbines.

This option is especially attractive in warm locations where the ambient temperature is high. This
is not the case for the Baltic Sea area. F

c) Re-using the heat transfer medium from the power plant
This option is based on a power plant where gas turbine generators with waste heat recovery unit
(WHRU) are used.
The heat from the turbine exhaust gas can be used to heat a heat transfer medium in the WHRU
at the power plant. The heat transfer medium can be heated to approximately 150°C. The hot
heat transfer medium from the power plant can then be used in the vaporizers at the LNG
terminal.
The thermal integration between the LNG terminal and the power plant is shown schematically in
Figure 8-7 and a detailed process scheme is shown in Figure 8-8.
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Figure 8-7. Energy integration by gas turbines with WHRU (closed loop).
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Figure 8-8. Energy integration by gas turbines with WHRU (Ref. /2/).

8.2
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9.

POILTICAL ISSUES
This analysis evaluates Political issues in relation to the three terminal locations Paldiski, Muuga
and Finland. Each issue analysed is given a score for comparison allowing for an easy
comparison, however as these scores are subject to a certain degree of subjectivity they should
only be used in combination with the discussions and argumentation provided in the analysis.

9.1

Introduction
The market feasibility analysis phase 1, showed that in order for LNG to become an economically
viable solution political support is an important element for establishing a LNG terminal in the
region.
The establishment of the Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan (BEMIP) is prove of this, as
the BEMIP was, at least partly, established as a consequence of the fact, that the Baltic gas
markets had not been able to increase security of supply by ensuring additional supplies nor has
they been able to integrate the Baltic gas market and Finland with the European single gas
market.
A common memorandum of understanding was signed June 17 2009 by all 9 member states that
border the Baltic Sea including the Baltic countries and Finland. In the memorandum it said that
the objective was that:
“Efforts to find the most economic solutions to connect Finland and the 3 Baltic States to the
integrated European gas network and new supply sources as well as to accelerate the market
opening in member states benefitting from derogations should continue.”
Political support may however vary between countries and different stakeholders and government
may have differing incentives for supporting an LNG terminal in the region.

9.2

Support of Estonian government
The request for political support for LNG in Estonia is nothing new and has been an issue for
years as the below citation shows:
“We recommend starting negotiations with neighbouring states in connection with the
construction of a common liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal and a system for conducting a
natural gas network, also to sign a common supply agreement with a gas liquefying company in
the Baltic Sea region.” From “Energy security of Estonia in the context of the Energy Policy of the
European Union” Estonian Foreign Policy Institute, September 2006.
The above citation calls for a common effort and corporation between the Baltic countries in
relation to a possible investment in LNG.
The ongoing projects in Estonia have also received some support, recently at the BEMIP Focused Working Group meeting on Gas with FI and EE held 4th November 2009, Mr. E. Kisel,
Deputy Secretary General of the Ministry of Economic Affairs of Estonia said:
“LNG is a possible answer for dependency on single supplier. Two projects are being developed in
Estonia in parallel, but only one will be implemented at the end. Both options are being
developed by private parties but with support from the Government”.

9.2.1 Incentives for governmental support in Estonia

The incentives for supporting an LNG terminal investment in Estonia by the Estonian government
can be divided into 5 arguments:
1. Security of supply
2. Development of gas markets
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3. Sustainability and Climate issues
4. Economical
5. Political
Ad 1) a major selling point for the Estonian government could be the increased security of supply
for the Estonian gas market by breaking up Gazprom’s monopoly on gas supplies. Politically the
Estonian government would decrease the dependency on Russia for gas imports and they would
reduce the peak supply risks which they currently are subjected to.
Ad 2) since 1st of July 2007 Estonia have opened the gas market and unbundled the gas company
Eesti Gaas. This is however only effective in theory or legal terms. In reality there is no
competition as the market is dominated by a single player.
It could be in the interest of the Estonian government to change the status of the opening of the
market from only theoretical to an actual open and competitive gas market allowing consumers
to benefit from the increased competition. This would be supported by bringing a new gas source
into the country opening the Estonia gas market for competitors in the gas supply business.
Ad 3) further development of the gas markets and increase of security of supply would also allow
the Estonian government to rely on gas for e.g. electricity generation investments, which could
be relevant for new capacity as well as back up for any development in the wind generation
capacity.
Estonia increased its wind power capacity by 80% in 2009 from 78 MW to 142 MW. Increasing
wind power capacity and reducing CO2 emission could be a political goal of Estonia and this could
be strengthened by making back-up generation capacity on natural gas possible. Gas fired
electricity generation has the advantage of low investments cost and is thus very suitable as a
back-up for wind power. Estonia currently produces 20 % of energy consumption from
renewables figure which is set to increase to 25 % in 2020.25 It would also allow for alternatives
to oil shale production in Estonia and provide.
Ad 4) further an investment project such as a LNG terminal could have positive spin-off effects
for the Estonian economy by e.g. creating new jobs and stimulating the economy. Such spinoffs
are especially valuable considering the overall economic situation caused by the international
financial crisis.
Ad 5) as market analysis showed there is probably only scope for investment in one LNG terminal
in the Baltic area and thus this could induce competition for the LNG terminal because the
national governments in the region would all prefer that the LNG terminal is built in their own
country rather than a neighbouring country, because this would increase influence and power,
security of supply and it would also potentially allow for transit revenues.
Additional gas supplies would also decrease the dependency on Russian gas supplies which could
also be a reason for political support in Estonia.

9.3

Support of Finnish government
In principle the incentives for the Finnish government are the same as those listed above for
Finland. However minor differences do exist.
One issue is that Finland’s regulatory situation is somewhat different from that of Estonia. The
Finnish gas market (i.e. gas supplier) currently benefits from a market derogation allowing the
single supplier Gasum to have a monopoly on the Finnish gas market. These could have an
impact in either way in terms of Finnish governmental support for an LNG Terminal depending on
whether the Finnish government favours to keep the derogation or to open the Finnish gas

25

Forecast for Estonia on the use of flexible cooperation mechanisms for achieving national targets pursuant to Article 4 (3) of

Directive 2009/28/EC, http://ec.europa.eu/energy/index_en.htm
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market. This is discussed further in the next section discussing motivation for cooperation of
Gasum.
Another parameter which could work in favour for Finnish governmental support is the fact that
Finland is already using small amounts of LNG and is planning for a liquefaction plant with a
capacity of 20.000 tons LNG is being build in the summer of 2010, equivalent of approximately
27 MCM. The LNG is to be used for areas without pipeline connection as well as for transport in
e.g. ferries.26 The use of LNG in transportation has several advantages: less CO2 emission
compared to marine fuels, security of supply by diversifying fuel for transportation. This
development could be prioritized by the Finnish government.

9.4

Local authorities support
Local authorities support for LNG terminal is possible to indentify from preliminary negotiations
and valid regional and municipal plans. Local authorities arguments for LNG terminal are mostly
additional new jobs, positive effect for municipalities budget and development of local life.
In Paldiski first steps have been made. Paldiski city has initiated detailed land use planning and
environmental impact assessment (EIA). Negotiations with Paldiski city have shown strong
interest in LNG terminal. In case of Paldiski, regional and municipal plans doesn`t allow any
infrastructure objects at desired LNG terminal location. As LNG terminal is by Planning Act as an
object of significant spatial impact, approval has given by county governor and Paldiski city has
initiated thematic planning with EIA in January 2010, to make proposals for changing main land
use in regional planning. After that detailed land use planning is possible to enforce and building
permission to apply.
Procedural situation in Muuga is quite similar to Paldiski. Jõelähtme municipality has not initiated
detailed land use planning according to locate LNG terminal to eastern part of Muuga harbour.
Negotiations in Jõelähtme parish have shown some resistance, especially from private land
owners. Reasons might be rather political as locals are appealed for resistance.
Inkoo municipality, like Paldiski, has also very interested in LNG terminal built in Inkoo. Positive
approval has also given from Inkoo port owner (Inkoo Shipping OY). There does not appear any
conflict between possible LNG terminal location and both regional and municipal plannings. Inkoo
municipality has initiated detailed land use planning for the Inkoo port and nearby area that is
nearly ready to be enforced by Inkoo municipality (after litigation solution).
The following table shows planned and allowed activities at different planning levels.
Detailed land use planning is in all cases necessary to apply for building permission. Estonian and
Finnish planning procedures are different. Following tables also describes typical timeline of
detailed land use planning in Estonia and Finland. Table 2 illustrates (light green background)
which phases are passed in different proposed LNG terminal locations. Marked phases are
evaluative and might delay or speed up depending on several circumstances.

26
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Table 1 Comparison of regulations at different planning levels.

Planning
level

Paldiski

Muuga

Marked as valuable
landscapes area of regional
importance.
Regional
planning

Regional planning does not
designate any harbors or
infrastructure objects to or
near planned LNG terminal
location.

Does not have any
restrictions.

Inkoo
Regional plan gives
land main function as
industrial and sea
transport area.
Inkoo port area is
marked as a location
for perspective natural
gas connection.

Land main function is marked
as recreation area.

Municipal
planning

There is a need for new
municipal plan (or thematic
plan), which can be enforced
by local government after
European Commission
approval27.

Jõelähtme municipal
planning marks land
main function as
manufacturing and
harbor area, allowing
to develop an object of
significant spatial
impact.

Inkoo mainland
municipal planning
gives land main
function as enterprise
area- detail planning
obligatory.

New thematic plan with EIA
was initiated in January 2010.
Detailed land use
planning and EIA was
initiated in July 2007.

Detail plan and EIA was
initiated in November 2008.
Detailed
land use
planning

Building
permission

27

Before detail plan could be
enforced, new municipal
(thematic) plan must be
initiated to change land main
function and get approval
from European Commission.
Could be asked after enforced
municipal (thematic) and
detail plan.

Detail plan and EIA
has not initiated.

Detail plan takes into
account two possible
connections of
Balticconnector and
compression station
location.

Could be asked after
enforced detail plan.

Could be asked after
enforced detail plan.

Paldiski LNG terminali riskide eelhinnang, E-Konsult OÜ, nr E1114 , 2007
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Table 2 Timeline for detailed land use planning.

Planning
process

Acquisition of
rights by
planning
organizer
Planning
conditions

Development of
detail plan

Collecting
concentrations

Acceptance of
detail plan,
public display
and public
meeting

Enforcement of
detail plan

Performed procedures

Duration
Paldiski

Muuga

Inkoo

Request to municipality administration
regarding hand-over rights to planning
organizer and signing of a contract.

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

Decision on conclusion of a contract or
refusal to conclude a contract.

4 weeks

4 weeks

2 weeks 1 year

Request for planning conditions.

2 weeks

2 weeks

-

Notification in local press about starting
the detail plan.

1-2
weeks

1-2
weeks

1 week

Preparation of planning work
programme and planning task, asking
technical requirements from utility
network owners, first sketch.

4 weeks

4 weeks

4 week

Preparing of detail plan documentsfigures, explanatory part

1 year

1 year

0,5 year

Supervision of Special plan by local
authority

4 weeks

2 weeks

4 weeks

Concentrations form authorities,
neighbours and utility network owners.

8 weeks

8 weeks

-

Approval from European Commission

24-52
weeks

-

-

A local government shall make a
decision on acceptance of a plan and
will send it to public display

2-4
weeks

2-4
weeks

4 weeks

Notification in local press about the
public display of detail plan.

1 week

1 week

-

Public display and public meeting.

3-4
weeks

3-4
weeks

4-6 weeks

Public proposals about report and
answers to the persons that submitted
proposals.

4 weeks

4 weeks

4 week

Making changes to detail plan according
to public proposals

4-6
weeks

4-6
weeks

4 weeks

If agreements are not recieved after
public proposals, then problems will be
solved with governor.

4-6
weeks

4-6
weeks

4 weeks

Enforcement of detail plan by municipal
council or government .

2-4
weeks

2-4
weeks

4 weeks

Notification in press about enforcement
of detail plan.

2 weeks

2 weeks

4 weeks
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9.5

European support
The reasoning for the initiation of the BEMIP was as listed in the market analysis the Second
Strategic Energy Review 2008 which focus was to:
“identify the key missing infrastructures necessary for the effective interconnection of the Baltic
region with the rest of the EU, establishing a secure and diverse energy supply for the region,
and listing necessary actions, including financing, to ensure its realization”. 28
The timing of the BEMIP should be considered in light of the current increased focus on security
of supply in the EU, as well as the notion of the EU to use solidarity as a means to increase
security of supply. This coupled with the lack of implementation of projects in the region helped
to bring about the BEMIP.
The EU has put substantial effort into this project and it is an issue which is high on the EU
agenda. EU recovery funds were also allocated to e.g. the strengthening of the LatvianLithuanian interconnection. However no other projects in the 3 Baltic countries were advanced
enough in their implementation process to be considered eligible for receiving financial support
from the EU recovery funds.
Thus no projects which will actually provide additional supplies to the Baltic region received any
funds and the supply situation of additional gas sources to the region is still an open question.
However with the support of the Polish LNG terminal, as well as reverse flow in Poland,
alternative gas supplies are moving closer to the Baltic region so to speak.
Any project which would provide additional supplies and which would show some determination in
terms of being implemented would most likely be reviewed positively by the EU.
The fact that the Baltic countries and Finland are not an integrated part of the single gas market
and thus would be left to themselves in the event of a gas disruption is against the European
spirit of solidarity. The proposal for a new regulation on security of supply uses several tools and
mechanisms. The principle of solidarity is applied as an important tool for ensuring security of
supply further the principle of N-1 is introduced together with mandatory planning29. The new
regulation is a clear indication of how high the issue of security of supply is on the agenda of the
European Commission.
So far the Commission has said that any security of supply investments should be based on
markets and thus that there would be no financial support for these projects. Recent indication
made by the DG energy has however hinted at that this may change with the revision of the
TEN-E into an energy infrastructure and security package later this year. How this could affect an
LNG investment in Paldiski is however uncertain.
There is no indication that the commission has any preferences for any specific LNG terminal in
the area. However it is clear that any investment made would be evaluated by the European
Commission in light of the three cornerstones of EU policy: Market development, Security of
supply and Sustainability. The main focus is so far on whether or not investment is made, and to
a much lesser extent where. To ensure that projects are in line with overall policy, the existing
legislation would be applied for example: market development would be ensured by e.g. Third
Party Access. This also implies that any LNG terminal in the region can expect European support
as long as they are in line with overall EU policy goals.

9.6

Motivation for cooperation of Gasum
Gasum faces a dilemma in that new investments on the one hand could provide a number of
benefits e.g. peak capacity, new suppliers additional routes, increased security of supply etc.
However, new investments in Gas infrastructure in Finland such as an LNG terminal and/or the

28

Second Strategic Energy Review

29

Regulation concerning measures to safeguard security of gas supply COM(2009) 363, Brussels 16.7.2009
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Balticconnector could also change Finland eligibility in relation to receive derogation from the 3 rd
market directive.
The risk of loosing its monopoly on the Finnish gas market could act as a deterrent for Gasum to
participate in any measures/investment, which would put their position at risk. If Gasum believes
that they will loose the derogation in the future anyway, then this might spur Gasum to postpone
and delay any investment decisions in order to not loose their monopoly before they stand to
loose it anyway.
The derogation of Finland was in the 2003 market directive based on the following:
“Member States not directly connected to the interconnected system of any other Member State
and having only one main external supplier may derogate from Articles 4, 9, 23 and/or 24 of this
Directive. A supply undertaking having a market share of more than 75 % shall be considered to
be a main supplier. This derogation shall automatically expire from the moment when at least
one of these conditions no longer applies.”
In the 2009 market directive, the third package, article 49 it says:

“Articles 4, 9, 37 and/or 38 shall not apply to Estonia, Latvia and/or Finland until any of
those Member States is directly connected to the interconnected system of any Member
State other than Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Finland. This subparagraph is without
prejudice to derogations under the first subparagraph of this paragraph.”
The issue is that the derogation in Finland is subject to a degree of uncertainty of what the status
of this derogation will be in the future. Currently Finland benefits from a full derogation. The
ministry of Employment and Economics commented on the BEMIP report “Future Development of
the Energy Gas Market in the Baltic Sea Region” that the 3rd gas market directive would be
amended to allow Finland to keep their derogation even if Finland is connected to the Baltic
countries. This means that the Balticconnector would not affect derogation but an LNG terminal
would, then this could be a motivation for Gasum to cooperate with Estonia on a LNG Terminal.
Because this would allow Gasum to attain the benefits from the Balticconnector and LNG supplies
without risking their derogation and hence their market position in Finland. This is in line with
article 49 as stated above.
However a connection between Poland and Lithuania could thus change the grant for exemption
in accordance with article 49, because this would imply that Lithuania is connected to the
interconnected European system via Poland.
Other parameters could be relevant when determining whether Finland could be granted further
derogation from the market directive, but it is beyond the scope of this analysis to assess these
implications in detail and evaluate whether Finland would maintain its derogation even after a full
integration of the Finnish and Baltic gas markets in the European single gas market.
Financially there is considerable motivation for Gasum to cooperate with Estonia for the LNG
terminal. Investment in an LNG terminal is subject to a certain level of risk and thus any
corporation which could reduce the risk exposure would be beneficial. Furthermore financing of
the investments could also be easier in a joint venture between several companies.
Gasum is therefore expected to prefer a Finnish terminal, but uncertainties with regards to the
regulatory framework and the issue of derogation could motivate Gasum to cooperate on an LNG
terminal in Estonia.
There might be a conflict of interest between the partners behind Gasum. Gazprom is one of the
large stakeholders behind Gasum and Gazprom is expected to be able to influence the decision
making within Gasum. Gazprom benefits of the market situation as of today where Gasum and
Eesti Gaas only can by import gas sold by Gazprom and Gazprom is not expected to support the
development plans for a gas terminal in the region, if this can be avoided. The other stakeholders
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behind Gasum are expected to be supporting the development plans for a gas terminal in the
region.
Gas export to the Estonian market is assumed not to be essential for a development in Finland
and Gasum is assumed supportive to the development of a LNG terminal in Finland also for
scenario 1.
Gasums interest in a gas terminal in the region for scenario 3 is expected to mainly commercial
and depends on gas cost via the 'south corridor' compared to LNG import costs.
Based on the above it is very difficult to predict Gasums actual motivation and there are
significant uncertainties in the analysis of this parameter, why the scores should be used with
similar care.

9.7

Motivation for cooperation of Eesti Gaas
AS Eesti Gaas is the largest undertaking in the Estonian gas market. They own also AS EG
Võrguteenus which possesses both the transmission network and the largest distribution
network. Its major shareholders are Gazprom, Eon-Ruhrgas and Fortum. Together with AS EG
Võrguteenus the total number of distribution network operators is 27. This is quite big number,
considering the smallness of Estonia.
The formation of an Estonian gas market dates back to 1998 when the Energy Act
entered into force. By the Act all customers except households were determined as
eligible ones. Since1 July 2007 all customers are eligible ones. This means that also
household customers are free to choose the seller/trader and the market is opened
100%.
All the gas sold in the wholesale market is imported by AS Eesti Gaas as there is no
other competitive whole sellers. In addition the chemical industry AS Nitrofert also
imports gas, but exclusively for its own technological needs. Law allows import of
gas for all market participants. However, the Natural Gas Act provides for an activity
licence if gas is imported from outside the EU, but the application of it is simple, just
limited to fulfilment of some formal requirements.
In winter period from November to April AS Eesti Gaas covers the gas consumption only with the
gas from the Latvia located In!ukalns gas storage. Actually, in winter both Estonia and Latvia,
and partly also Russia and Lithuania are primarily supplied with the gas from the In!ukalns
storage, which has an active volume of 2 300 million m3. Until spring 2008 Eesti Gaas rented in
the In!ukalns gas storage a volume of 500-600 million m3. Filling up of the storage takes place
through the pipeline that comes from Russia through the Estonian territory. The process of filling
up of the storage takes place in the period from April to October and it is observable by Eesti
Gaas. A stoppage of the filling up process would indicate on possible risks in gas supply and
Eesti Gaas could take measures in advance in order to mitigate the risks and be ready
for supply disturbances. The mentioned quantity of 500-600 million m3 is a sufficient
for securing a strategic reserve for Estonia. An important circumstance to emphasise
that the stored gas a property of Eesti Gaas and storing takes place on the territory of
an EU Member State.
In 2006 Russia stopped at least once the natural gas deliveries to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia.
In all of these cases, political motive may be perceived behind interruptions, although formally
the reason was a legal or a technical problem. In Ukraine and Georgia it was meant as a pressure
measure against the new government supporting the West, in Moldova to influence the
government to restore the former procedure of border crossing with the separatist Transnistria
region.
The risk of gas supply has increased to some extent, since, unlike in the last years, since spring
2008 most of the gas stored in the Latvian gas storage is not owned by AS Eesti Gaas any more
but by Gazprom.
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Eesti Gaas faces a situation where it could benefit from new investments into LNG terminal by
getting extra volumes of natural gas could be provided gas to increase security of supply in peak
seasons.
In this sense AS Eesti Gaas see from different projects of LNG terminal the best cooperation with
Balti Gaas project, who's business plan is to fit into the same system with Eesti Gaas. Balti Gaas
is not competing with Eesti Gaas on a gas market, but providing extra volumes of natural gas
into the gas network. Also they see benefits from transmission of extra volumes using their gas
distribution pipeline networks.
AS Eesti Gaas do not see any benefit in necessity to create a gas market. The creation of a gas
market would be necessary in a situation, where there exists no alternatives in the form of other
fuels. By their opinion natural gas has many alternatives in the Baltic States and in Finland and
therefore, no efforts are necessary to create a gas market.
The opinion of AS Eesti Gaas differs according to provided different three scenarios. The main
interest of Eesti Gaas is security of supply in the territory of Estonia. As obstacle for Muuga
project they see the need for the higher investments into the gas transmission pipeline network
compared to the Paldiski project.

9.8

Motivation from environmentalists
Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel and has perspective to production of electricity. Its
widespread use would significantly reduce the emissions in to the atmosphere (including
greenhouse gas (CO2) emissions) and practically reduce the production of the solid waste. In
Estonia its a considerable alternative as production of electricity from oil shale creates high CO2
emission (production of 1 MWh of electrical energy results in approx. 1 ton CO2 emission).
Use of natural gas as production of electricity reduces pollution and helps to maintain clean and
healthy environment. Both in Muuga and Paldiski LNG terminal projects is foreseen a construction
of CHP plants working on natural gas.
Figure 1 illustrates that natural gas was used for electricity production only 1,39% of all sources
of energy in 2008. It describes how much perspective natural gas has in production of electricity
field in Estonia.
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Figure 1 Sources of energy used for electricity production in 2008.30

9.9

Strategic storage
Natural gas storage can be divided into 3 main categories:
1. LNG storage which mainly provides peak supply,
2. Underground storage which mainly provides seasonal balancing and,
3. Strategic storage which provides security of supply against non-market events i.e. political
conflict, extremely cold winters or disruption of infrastructure.
All 3 types provide security of supply, but the potential is not the same, LNG storage provides
mainly capacity, underground storage provides both capacity and volume and strategic storage
provides mainly volume.
The issue of strategic storage has been discussed intensely over the last years. Strategic stocks
have been mandatory for oil for many years but this requirement has not been applied to gas for
a number of reasons, mainly because gas storage is much more expensive than oil storage.
Another reason is that gas markets rely on gas storage to efficiently service the markets with
flexibility because of a high seasonality in demand. Introducing strategic stocks could affect the
economic viability of commercial storage facilities has therefore been opposed by the market. The
definition of what is an strategic storage is not straightforward, one way to define them is the
following: 31
“Strategic gas storage is the physical stockpiling of gas for use only as an emergency measure,
released by a decision of the related Member State i.e. not available for use during normal
market conditions. It will be used when non-market events have moved demand or supply
outside of the supply standard, for example, a winter worse than the coldest one in twenty years,
serious damage to infrastructure or political conflict. For strategic storage to be an effective

30

Electricity and gas market in Estonia, Estonian Competition Authority, 2009

31

OGP position paper on strategic storage
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emergency measure, the capacity to transport the gas to the consumer is essential. If strategic
stocks are held, the conditions of their use must be clearly defined. Strategic stocks should only
be released in serious, clearly defined cases of supply disruption or shortage as their arbitrary
use will undermine the market and is likely to result in a serious loss of confidence by investors in
existing storage infra-structure and potential investors in new storage. The considerable cost of
providing additional stocks and related infrastructure would also need to be understood and its
distribution determined.”
9.9.1 LNG storage

LNG storage is used for peak shaving, allowing gas shippers to meet short term peaks in
demand. This implies that the send-out capacity of LNG storage compared to storage size is high.
Thus according to the above definition, LNG storage is not to be considered an option for
strategic storage, because the events triggering the use of strategic storage could be years in
between and keeping LNG for several years is not economic as the constant boil-off and the
costly process of keeping the LNG cool would simply not be economically viable.
Differences in costs of LNG storage compared to underground storage can be evaluated by
comparing different tariffs for storage. The below graph shows a comparison of storage tariff
based on how many days it takes to empty the storage given the withdrawal capacity. It shows
how the increased flexibility of LNG storages comes at a high cost, but also that this flexibility has
a high value.
Figure 9 LNG storage tariffs compared to underground storage32

It is shown how one kWh of LNG storage capacity (volume) costs between 3 and 4 Euro cents
which is considerably higher than underground storage, but flexibility is also much high as it
would only take around 4,5 day to empty the storage compare to between 20 an 100 days for
underground storage.
This is not saying that LNG does not have any role in security of supply on the contrary, but for
strategic purposes LNG storage has no impact or only very little impact. Security of supply issues
are analysed in the second phase of the market analysis.
LNG storage size varies between different terminal in Europe but the below table shows 5
examples:

32

Source: Various storages in the EU
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Table 8 LNG Terminal & Storage capacity, MCM33

Portugal, Sines
Turkey, Marmara Ereglisi
Greece, Revithoussa
Italy, Panigaglia
Turkey, Aliaga
Spain, El Ferrol
Netherlands, Gate

Terminal
annual
capacity

Daily sendout
capacity

Storage
capacity

5500
5000
5300
3400
6000
3600
12000

15
14
15
9
16
10
33

144
153
78
60
168
180
324

Storage
capacity #
of max
days
10
11
5
6
10
18
10

LNG storage in connection with LNG terminals is used in order to ensure a stable and continuous
delivery of gas to the connected gas network e.g. the planned GATE terminal in the Netherlands
which holds three storage tanks with the purpose of ensuring a continuous flow the Dutch
network.34
The LNG terminal could in effect provide strategic storage in the second degree. By providing
new supply capacity to the region, the Incukalns storage could allocate some capacity to strategic
stocks, thus LNG would provide the opportunity for the Latvian storage to reserve gas for
emergency situations.
9.9.2 Alternative sources and routes

As the above analysis shows LNG storage only provides limited strategic storage, hence the
strategic value is limited for all 3 terminals in question. However evaluated in terms of alternative
sources and routes, the following assessment can be made, the following tables show how the
number of routes and sources changes depending on location of terminal and market scenario.
Table 9 Number of alternative routes and/or suppliers, Paldiski Terminal

Country affected
Number of
Scenario one
Scenario two
Scenario three

Finland
Sources
Routes
1
1
2
2
3
2

Estonia
Sources
Routes
2
3(4)
2
4(5)
3
4(5)

Table 10 Number of alternative routes and/or suppliers, Muuga Terminal

Country affected
Number of
Scenario one
Scenario two
Scenario three

Finland
Sources
Routes
1
1
2
2
3
2

Estonia
Sources
Routes
2
3(4)
2
4(5)
3
4(5)

Table 11 Number of alternative routes and/or suppliers, Finland Terminal

Country affected
Number of
Scenario one
Scenario two
Scenario three

33

Source: GLE database

34

Source: gate.nl

Finland
Sources
Routes
2
2
2
2
3
2

Estonia
Sources
Routes
1
3(4)
2
4(5)
3
4(5)
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Based on the above analysis, a location in Finland would have a slightly higher strategic value.
This is due to two reasons: Finland currently has no alternatives in terms of route or supplier,
whereas Estonia has two routes and a third which could possibly be utilised in the event of an
emergency (as was the case during this winter35). Further the value of a second source/route is
higher than the value of third, because a second alternative reduces risk relatively more, thus
increasing Finland’s number of alternative relatively has a higher value.

9.10 Political score
Evaluating the above analysis and assigning each issue point from 1 to 5, we have the following:
Support of Estonian and Finnish governments, both governments in Estonia and Finland
have strong incentives to support national LNG projects (economical, security of supply, political
etc.), but would probably prefer a regional solution, if the markets are connected and the
alternative was no LNG terminal at all: Therefore neighboring terminals receive a positive but
small score for scenario 2.
The markets are not connected in scenario 1, the governmental support in Finland is on one side
expected to be higher in Finland as LNG import is the only alternative gas import route security
of supply as well as diversity of supply. On the other hand governmental support in Finland to
scenario 1 is expected to be lower as the cost for the terminal has to be compensated by the
Finnish market alone. The governmental support score scenario 1 for Finland is therefore
assumed to be similar to scenario 2.
The market is smaller in Estonia and it is assumed to be more difficult to construct a business
case for a LNG terminal in Estonia which can obtain similar governmental support. Further, the
gas transmission system in Estonia can be filled from three directions why the governmental
support is assumed to mainly focus on diversity of supply.
The governments are not expected to support the development of a gas terminal outside their
national territory when the markets are not connected.
Diversity of supply will be obtained, to some extent, by other means in scenario 3 and the
governmental support to the gas terminal in scenario 3 is in general assumed to be less
compared to scenario 2. However, the distribution is assumed to be similar as for scenario 2.
It should be noted that an in depth analysis of the political issues was beyond the scope of this
analysis, thus the below scores are only representative of the above arguments, but alternative
motives and incentives could be relevant.
Support of local authorities
Are expected to provide full support to the projects in Paldiski and Inkoo. Land owners are
resistant to the development in Muuga and the support from the local authorities is therefore
expected to be somehow more difficult.
In Paldiski detail land use planning's and EIA has initiated by local municipality and the EIA public
hearing has recently been held.
Jõelähtme municipality has not initiated detailed land use planning according to local LNG
terminal to eastern part of Muuga harbour.
Inkoo municipality has initiated detailed land use planning for the Inkoo port and nearby area,
which considers a building a LNG terminal in the area
European support does not differ based on location for the LNG terminals as long as the overall
goals of market development, Security of supply and Sustainability are equally ensured. All
projects are expected to receive the same European support as they all would lead to an
important improvement of the security of supply in the region by providing additional sources to
the region.

35

Source: Mario Nullmeier
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Strategic value of LNG storage is very limited, however availability of an alternative gas source
still has strategic value as all countries are reliant on a single supplier and only a few supply
routes.
Motivation for cooperation of Gasum, the analysis performed here has only been cursory,
thus the score here is based on the above argumentation. Gasum would most likely prefer a
Finnish terminal, but because of the uncertainties with regards to the regulatory framework and
the issue of derogation, there could also be motives for Gasum to cooperate on an LNG terminal
in Estonia. Due to the uncertainties in this analysis the scores also subject to a certain level of
uncertainty.

Motivation for cooperation of Eesti Gaas. Eesti Gaas main interest is to increase the volumes
in their transmission system.
Scenario 1 is not expected to increase the volumes in handled in the Estonian gas transmission
system significantly, why the support from Eesti Gaas to a gas terminal in scenario 1 is expected
to be limited.
Scenario 2 is expected to increase the volumes in handled in the Estonian gas transmission
system significantly, why Eesti Gaas is assumed to support a gas terminal in scenario 2.
Scenario 3 is expected to increase the volumes in handled in the Estonian gas transmission
system significantly. However, the increased volumes are not necessarily connected to the gas
terminal, why the support from Eesti Gaas is assumed to be limited for scenario 3.
The additional investments in the gas transmission system to facilitate gas export from the
Muuga project is expected to cause Eesti Gaas to favour the Paldiski project compared to the
Muuga project.

Motivation for environmentalists. Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel and has perspective
to production of electricity. Its widespread use especially as fuel for CHP-s would reduce the
emissions in to the atmosphere (including greenhouse gas (CO2) emissions) and practically
reduce the production of the solid waste.
Heating in the Paldiski area is presently based on oil fired heaters. Local environmentalists are
expected to be supportive to the preliminary plans for the Paldiski development of integrating the
gas terminal with central gas fired heating facilities for the area.
Local environmentalists are expected to be supportive to minimizing the environmental footprint
of the existing coal fired power plant in Inkoo by extracting heat from the hot water discharge
from the power plant at the gas terminal. The hot water discharge will thereby be cooled to prior
discharge to the sea.
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Table 12 Scores for political issues, scenario 1

weight

Support of Estonian Government
Support of Finnish Government
Support of local authorities
Status of planning process
European support
Strategic storage
Suppliers and routes
Motivation for cooperation of Eesti Gaas
Motivation for cooperation of Gasum
Motivation from environmentalists

-

Score

Paldiski
2
0
4
3
5
1
3
2
0
4

Muuga
2
0
4
1
5
1
3
1
0
4

Finland
0
5
4
3
5
1
5
0
4
4

Table 13 Scores for political issues, scenario 2

weight

Support of Estonian Government
Support of Finnish Government
Support of local authorities
Status of planning process
European support
Strategic storage
Suppliers and routes
Motivation for cooperation of Eesti Gaas
Motivation for cooperation of Gasum
Motivation from environmentalists

-

Score

Paldiski
5
2
4
3
5
1
4
5
0
4

Muuga
5
2
4
1
5
1
4
1
0
4

Finland
2
5
4
3
5
1
4
2
4
4

Table 14 Scores for political issues, scenario 3

weight

Support of Estonian Government
Support of Finnish Government
Support of local authorities
Status of planning process
European support
Strategic storage
Suppliers and routes
Motivation for cooperation of Eesti Gaas
Motivation for cooperation of Gasum
Motivation from environmentalists

-

Score

Paldiski
4
1
4
3
5
1
5
3
2
4

Muuga
4
1
4
1
5
1
5
1
1
4

Finland
1
4
4
3
5
1
5
2
3
4
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10. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
10.1 Environmental conditions
10.1.1 Wind

The design requirements for wind shall be defined as preparations for the Concept FEED. This
typically includes wind speed, directional distribution and frequency tables.
10.1.2 Wind conditions in the Paldiski

The Pakri Bay area is dominated by the SW winds. This area is different from the rest of the
Baltic sea`s area because here the winds mostly blow evenly from southern and from western
directions. There are not heavy winds from NWW and N directions. Second probable wind
direction in this Pakri Bay area is E wind. Quit often there are NE winds, while the SE winds
probability is small.
1929 was the windiest year in Estonia, measured in Pakri. In that year the average wind speed
measured in Pakri was 7,9 m/s.
Figure 10 Wind roses for the months with the strongest winds, Paldiski36

January

36
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EMHI Pakri Hydro-meteorological Station data of 2009
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November

December

10.1.3 Wind conditions in the Muuga

According to the Muuga harbour’s meteorology station data area is dominated by the SW, S and
W winds. There are also appears storm winds from NW and N directions.
Maximum wind speed is measured mostly in the October and November, when wind speed
reaches 30 m/s and over. Periods when there is no wind appear in 10% of all occasions.
Muuga harbour locates in the SE area of the Muuga gulf and is protected from S winds by
mainland.
Figure 2 Wind roses for the months with the strongest winds, Muuga37
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10.1.4 Wind conditions in the Inkoo
Table 1 Weather conditions in the Inkoo38

Variable

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

Insolation,
kWh/m²/day

0.28 0.99 2.23 3.83

5.14

5.37

5.17

3.98

2.47 1.12 0.46 0.16

Clearness, 0 - 1

0.31 0.43 0.47 0.50

0.51

0.48

0.48

0.46

0.42 0.36 0.35 0.27

Temperature, °C

4.07 10.60 15.18 17.51 15.90 10.69 5.14
6.45 6.73 2.32
0.97 5.21

Wind speed, m/s

4.29 4.06 4.01 3.99

Precipitation,
mm
Wet days, d

3.95

3.91

3.76

3.85

37

34

41

69

82

19.7 15.8 14.8 12.8

10.8

11.0

14.2

15.6

44

31

34

4.08 4.15 4.21 4.36
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71

72
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18.2 16.8 20.1 20.9

10.2 Sea level
Due to the greenhouse effect it is expected that there will be a rise in the Baltic Sea level. The
scientists conclude that air temperatures in the Baltic Sea basin have already risen over the past
century, increasing by approximately 1°C in the northern areas of the Baltic Sea basin and by
around 0.7 °C in the southern areas. Consequently, the warming is larger than the global mean
temperature increase of 0.75 °C reported by the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change).
Water surface temperature in the Baltic Sea could increase by 2-4 °C. A milder climate could
reduce the ice cover in the Baltic Sea by 50 to 80 %. While ice-free conditions would be beneficial
for shipping in the Baltic Sea, they would threaten populations of animals such as the Baltic
ringed seal, an endemic species that is dependent on ice surfaces in order to reproduce.
Precipitation may be expected to change as well, with possible increases of 25-75 % during
winter and decreases of up to 45 % during the summer season in some areas. The combination
of reduced rainfall and increased temperatures in summer could threaten water supplies, food
production and forestry in countries along the southern coast of the Baltic Sea.

38

NASA Langley Research Center Atmospheric Science Data Center; New et al. 2002
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According to the IPCC, global sea levels are expected to rise by 20 to 60 cm by the end of the
century. In the Baltic Sea, this increase will be accompanied by local land uplift and lowering.
Whereas sea levels are expected to rise in the south, the rise in water levels will be partly
compensated for by naturally occurring uplift of the land mass in the north.
10.2.1 Sea level in the Paldiski

The variation of the sea level in the Estonian coastal waters is around 2,5 m around mean sea
level, as an absolute between the max and min of the water level (in Paldiski Bay +130 and -100
cm according to Kronstadt´s zero level). The variation is highest during autumn and spring and
smaller in summertime. In winter ice conditions affect the mean sea level as well. In case of
strong local winds the sea level can rise or decline very fast. In 12 hours time the sea level can
change by 40 cm. The eastern winds keep the sea level low in Pakri Bay and the western and
north-western winds tend to rise the water level (see also separate table with water levels).
10.2.2 Sea level in the Muuga

The Muuga Bay is mainly affected by the sea water level of the whole Baltic Sea. The changes of
the sea in the Baltic Sea depend on the local changes. Most important of them are the speed of
the wind, direction and duration, the changes in the atmospheric pressure, the input from the
rivers and the water exchange intensity trough the Danish straits. The amplitude of the mean sea
level fluctuation in the Estonian coastal waters is around 2,5 m, as an absolute between the max
and min of the water level (in Muuga Bay +126 and -90 cm according to Kronstadt´s zero level).
The fluctuation amplitudes are bigger during autumn and spring and smaller in summertime. In
winter ice conditions affect the mean sea level as well.
10.2.3 Sea level in the Inkoo

The port of Inkoo is situated in the rural district of Inkoo on the bay of Fagervik. The amplitude of
the mean sea level fluctuation in the Finland coastal waters is around 2,5 m, as an absolute
between the max and min of the water level (in Inkoo, +134 and -88 cm). The fluctuation
amplitudes are bigger during winter in the November and January and smaller in May and July.
Middle water depth is different in the different seasons. Most deep is water in the December and
lowest in the April and May.

10.3 Ice conditions
In the common winters the Gulf of Finland in under the ice coat all over. In the smooth winters
only part of it will be covered by ice. The ice cover starting to melt (depends of the year) in the
March -April.
Figure 3 Ice in the Baltic Sea. Most large ice conditions in the different years39.

39

Merentutkimuslaitos. http://www.fimr.fi/fi/tietoa/jaa/jaatalvi/fi_FI/jaatalvi
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10.3.1 Length of ice period

Average ice characteristics in harbour Muuga, Paldiski and Inkoo are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Average ice characteristics40

Length of ice period(days with ice)
Winter

MUUGA

PALDISKI

INKOO

1994-95

18

18

59

1995-96

84

88

140

1996-97

25

25

93

1997-98

74

39

90

1998-99

50

37

77

1999-00

10

30

70

2000-01

56

36

110

Maximum ice thickness
MUUGA

PALDISKI

INKOO

1

1

15

50

30

45

7

2

15

15

7

35

10

1

30

1

1

15

10

5

20

2001-02

87

18

110

15

20

2002-03

151

122

154

65

15

60

2003-04

82

74

99

19

15

35

2004-05

68

38

79

24

20

25

2005-06

88

56

125

38

30

40

2006-07

48

28

66

14

1

30

2007-08

10

0

37

4

0

5

2008-09

4

0

93

0

0

20

Average

57

41

93

18

8

27

In years marked with yellow colour the ice didn’t appear steadily at all. Some new ice has
appeared and disappeared in marked stations several times for a short period of few days.
Ice-conditions in the Bay of Paldiski are good. There is no non-drifting ice in mild winters and
navigation is unimpeded. Only prolonged periods with severe frost result in ice cover formation.
The average covering with non-drifting ice begins at the end of February and ice breaks up in the
middle of March. Maximum thickness of ice layer has been 50 cm.
Normally ice conditions in Muuga Bay area are rather mild comparing to the eastern part of the
Gulf of Finland and Bothnian Bay. Muuga Bay freezes up only in extreme conditions, so in general
Muuga port can be considered an ice free port.
40

EMHI
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Table 3 Average ice characteristics41

Paldiski
Muuga
Inkoo
1C, no tugs/barges (Ice
1C, no tugs/barges(Ice
IA(Ice thickness over 50
thickness less 30 cm)*
thickness less 30 cm)*
cm)*
* HELCOM recommendation25/7, (source: Estonian Maritime Administration)

10.4 Impact to atmosphere
The primary component of LNG is methane. Methane is colourless, odourless and tasteless. LNG
is not toxic and if released, it rapidly evaporates. Methane's long-term environmental impacts are
insignificant if there is no ignition of natural gas vapours.

10.5 Impact to the sea
Rain water and other liquids collected from bunded areas and other areas which could be
contaminated will be routed to a skimmer tank for treatment before routing to the public drain
system. Skimmed off contaminated liquids and settlements are assumed to be sent to disposal by
truck.
The building process will involve temporary changes in the physical processes in the sea water
and sediments in Muuga, Paldiski and Inkoo harbours.
In Paldiski planned actions, to build tanker quays to the top of the Pakri peninsula, will affect, not
only the sea where quays will be built, but also surrounded sea area in Lahepere gulf and Pakri
shallow.
The strait affect to the benthic fauna and flora is mechanical disturbing, that will decrease
number of the members of the species around and will affect the functions (photosynthesis,
breeding) of the benthic life forms.

10.6 Impact to the flora and fauna
Human activity changes the indicators of the land environment which in turn causes the changes
in its biota. It is important to consider and assess existing conditions of flora and fauna.
10.6.1 Impact to the flora and fauna in the Paldiski

Planned actions, to built tanker quays to the top of the Pakri peninsula, will affect, not only the
sea where quays will be built, but also surrounded sea area in Lahepere gulf and Pakri shallow.
The strait affect to the benthic fauna and flora is mechanical disturbing, that will decrease
number of the members of the species around and will affect the functions (photosynthesis,
breeding) of the benthic life forms. There is possibility that sediments will be removed, it will
decreases the water transparency also in the inside area of the Lahepere gulf and this is affects
the eelgrass (Zostera marina) what is sensitive to the pollution and the light conditions. Near of
the quay is the habitation of the Bladder wrack (Fucus vesiculosus) on this seaweed depends
large amount of the bentic fauna members.
There are no reasons to show why the construction of the tankers quays is not allowed according
to the fish stocktaking.The impacts (also cumulative ones) should be found out in the EIA
process.
In the southern part of the bay, soft-bottom part, 17 species were registered. Most common
species were flowering plants Zostera marina, Ruppia maritima, Potamogeton pectinatus and
Myriophyllum spicatum. From the plant species that grow on hard substances most common
brown algae Fucus vesiculosus and Pilayella littoralis, Polysiphonia nigrescens and green algae
Cladophora glomerata.

41

Finnish Meteorological Institute
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On the eastern coast of Small-Pakri island and on the western coast of Pakri penin-sula 17
species of aquatic plants were registered. Mostly brown algae species Fucus vesiculosus, Pilayella
littoralis, Spacelaria arctica and Chorda filum, red algae Polysiphonia nigrescens and green algae
Cladophora glomerata.
There is a small diversity of benthic animals in Parki Bay. Most common species are Macoma
balthica, Cerastoderma glaucum, Mya arenaria and Mytilus trossulu. In the Pakri Bay there are
numerously as well Hydrobia sp. and members of the crab family Gammarus sp., Idotea sp.,
Corophium volutator and Balanus improvisus.
The amount and biomass of the benthic animals differs according to the type and characteristic of
the sea bottom. During the monitoring catches in Pakri Bay in 2002 and 2004 salt water as well
as the fresh water species of fish were registered. All together 18 different species, amongst
them flatfish, perch, roach, acerin and others. From freshwater species most common are
breach, eel, trout and others.
10.6.2 Impact to the flora and fauna in the Muuga

Human activity changes the indicators of the marine environment which in turn causes the
changes in its biota.
In the last 40 years there have been several changes in the structure of the benthic fauna of
Muuga bay and all of them are directly related to the impact of human activity. Dredgining
operations concerning the construction of Muuga harbour and spread of suspended solids arising
from that has had both moderate and strong impact on the benthic flora and fauna of the sea
area bordered on the waters of Muuga harbour. The changes taken place have a reversible
nature and the stabilisation of the situation can be expected in 3-4 years since the completion of
dredging operations.
In the shallow waters (0 – 4 m) one year plants dominate, this shows that the areas nature is
greatly unstable. In the shallow waters (0 – 3 m) mostly green algae Cladophora glomerata, from
4 meters green algae gives place to red algae’s Ceramium tenuicorne population. From the
aquatic life forms Mytilus edulis population is added.
In addition in deeper water areas red algae species Furcellaria lumbricalis, Rhodomela
confervoides, from brown algae Pilayella littoralis and from green algae Cladophora rupestris are
found. Over 20m deep sea areas are dominated by sandy-muddy bottoms and there are no
aquatic plants. There the diversity of benthic animals is smaller than in shallower parts. Most
common species are Macoma balthica, Halicryptus spinulosus, Monoporeia affinis and Saduria
entomon.
The most disturbed aquatic life lives in the depths 10-13 m, that is the depth were the vessel
traffic and dredging have the biggest impact on the area. In the NW monitoring areas
(Tammneeme coastal sea) the diversity of species has been stable in the catch since 1994.
Most common species of fish are: flatfish, perch, Baltic herring, smelt, roach and bleak.
During a monitoring period April-September 2005 in and around Muuga ports area 76 bird
species were registered. Out of these 76 species 19 are protected species, 10 of them go under
the European Union directive 79/409/EEC (so called Bird Directive) Annex 1 (whooper swan,
barnacle goose, Eurasian marsh harrier, osprey, spotted crake, bar-tailed godwit, dunlin, Caspian
tern, arctic tern and red-backed shrike). On the area nested 25 species, 46 pairs.
10.6.3 Impact to the flora and fauna in the Inkoo

There is not too much information about area´s flora and fauna. In the spring 2006 there was
carried out flying-squirrels (Pteromys volans) and European Nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeu) and
Woodlark (Lullula arborea) survey. But any marks about flying squirrels was not found, no matter
that there is suitable pleases for breading and resting for this species. Most common mammals in
the area is rabbit and elk.
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There is mole (Talpa europaea) and blindworm (Anguis fragilis) living in the area, these species is
under protection according to the Finnish animal protection law.
The Impacts to the nature diversity is biggest in the Viinivuori and Viinimäki area, because the
building harbour there. There is rock area and it must be set off in the 17 ha area, amount of the
rock in the area is 1 950 000k-m3. In this area the impacts to the flora and fauna will be
dramatic. To make same kind habitat areas artificially will be needed.
The issue, together with the matter that according to environmental report mining induces loss of
only two locally valuable groves (grove A of Oxhagen and grove B of Oxhagen), the impacts of
the plan cannot be considered significant when investigated on a larger scale. To make sure that
life possibilities of Oxhagenin type will remain is important.
The water balance and light conditions in the area will be damaged after set off the rock.
Birdlife is common for the conifereous woods and open areas. Most rare species in the area is
Eurasian Eagle-owl (Bubo bubo), Eurasian Sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus) Red-backed Shrike
(Lanius collurio). Red-backed Shrike (Lanius collurio) is in Finnish Government watching
program, because the shrinking of the breading areas of the species in the last few years. Marine
birds in the area is Sterna caspia, Cepphus grylle, Larus fuscus, Arenaria interpres.
There is great diversity of dry peaty forest- and the rock area. The plants that is typical for the
swamp area appearing in the north area. Forests are mostly common harvested forest. Under the
rocs there is growing mostly pine forest, in some places there is also grow some rowan and fir. In
the underwood there is lots of heather, cowberry and Wavy hairgrass (Deschampsia flexuosa). In
the swamp area most common underwood species is Marsh Labrador tea (Rhododendron
tomentosum). There is also habitat for the different moss and lichen species.
The fish in the near marine area is Coregonus lavaretus, Clupea harengus membras, Perca
fluviatilis, these species also breeding in the inkoo area.

10.7 Natura 2000 issues
Natura 2000 is European network of protected areas, which have been prepared on the basis of
the European Union nature conservation. Its purpose is to protect rare or endangered animals,
birds and plants, habitats and fauna.
10.7.1 Natura 2000 issues in the Paldiski

Paldiski port lies partly in the Natura 2000 area. This is a bird and nature protection area named
“Pakri reserve area”. To construct the LNG terminal to the Natura 2000 area in the Paldiski there
is necessary to take acknowledgement from European Commission and this process could take
about half to one year.
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Figure 4 Natura 2000 area, (bird and environment protection area in the Paldiski south port)42.

According to the behest of the Government of the Republic of Estonia nr 615-k, 5.08.2004, Pakri
Bay bird area (20 190 ha) belongs to Natura 2000 network, with the purpose to protect and
manage areas which are important for rare and vulnerable birds, animals and plants.
The species, which habitant areas are protected: wigeon (Anas penelope), mallard (Anas
platyrhynchos), scaup (Aythya marila), bittern (Botaurus stellaris), goldeneye (Bucephala
clangula), black guillemot (Cepphus grylle), clangula (Clangula hyemalis), tundra swan (Cygnus
columbianus bewickii), whooper swan (Cygnus cygnus), mute swan (Cygnus olor), white-tailed
eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla), seamew (Larus canus), Velvet Scoter (Melanitta fusca), goosander
(Mergus merganser), ruff (Philomachus pugnax), great crested grebe (Podiceps cristatus),
Common Eider (Somateria mollissima), tattler (Tringa totanus).
10.7.2 Natura 2000 issues in the Muuga

There are no protected areas or any other protected nature objects, including areas of Natura
2000 network remaining on the planned area of the factory. The closest protected nature object
to the terminal area is Ülgase-Saviranna conservation area located on Saviranna coast. The
closest protected area together with the special management zone is located less than 4 km to
the east from Muuga harbour – Ülgase nature reserve. In the same area there are also Natura
2000 nature area and animal species of the II protection category and plant species of the III
protection category.

42

Estonian Land Board, x-gis application, Natura 2000 area search. 10.02.2008
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Figure 5 Situation of Natura 2000 areas and potential LNG terminal in Muuga

10.7.3 Natura 2000 issues in the Inkoo

There are no protected areas or any other protected nature objects, including areas of Natura
2000 network remaining on the planned area of the factory. The closest protected nature object
to the terminal area is Inkoon saaristo, Stormossen, and Elisaaren ja Rövassin groves. Inkoon
saaristo is mostley bird protection area. Elisaaren ja Rövassin groves is valuable habitats for the
species like Lactarius quietus, Hygrophorus persoonii and Ulmus glabra. Stormossen is the
protected swamp-area.
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Figure 6 Situation of Natura 2000 areas and potential LNG terminal in Inkoo43

10.8 Conclusion
When evaluating the above analysis in terms in a qualitative way, we have the following
indicative scores ranging from 1 to 5. The scores are only indicative.
Table 4 Terminal location assessment (range 1-5)

Criteria
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Paldiski

Muuga

Inkoo

Wind

5

5

5

Sea level

3

3

3

Ice conditions

4

3

2

Impact to the sea

2

2

2

Impact to the flora and fauna

2

3

3

Natura 2000

2

4

3

http://www.ymparisto.fi
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11. SAFETY ISSUES
11.1 Risk assessment
There are many different approaches to the risk assessment of LNG terminals. This assessment
has been made, according to the "Emergency Law" under § 38, section 5 (a draft is pending) and
a semi-quality study for the risks has been used.
LNG terminal risk analysis shows that the terminal can be divided into three zones:
-

Tanker entering the harbour and a mobile tanker

-

Moored tanker

-

Terminal part of the shore (the loading pipes, storage tanks, compressor station, gas tank
odour, the issue of natural gas piping)

The greatest threat to the surrounding environment is a loaded moored LNG tanker. Since there
haven’t been any major accidents involving LNG tankers, there are no reliable data on the real
consequences of such accidents. Possible major parameters concerning risk areas can be
assessed only using mathematical models. Models developed by different scientists show
significant differences as to their results.
The water released from LNG danger zones and parameters has been thoroughly rated in the
report of 2004 by Sandia International Laboratories
The outputs of different scientific models are presented in the table below

Table 1 Different scientific models

The study results are presented in the table below
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Table 2 Results of the study

Since an act of terrorism on a moving tanker at sea is unlikely, in this case, only the risk of
collision with another ship should be taken into account. The same danger zone parameters are
valid for an accidental breakage of the container of a moored tanker.
-

Particularly dangerous area (37,5 kW/m2 )
2

Very dangerous area (25 kW/m )
2

Medium risk area (12,5 kW/m )
2

Outer border of danger area (5 kW/m )

-

250 m

-

300 m

-

500 m

-

800 m

In case of terrorism the parameters are as follows:
-

Particularly dangerous area (37,5 kW/m2 )

-

391 m

-

Very dangerous area (25 kW/m2 )

-

450 m

-

660 m

-

2

Medium risk area (12,5 kW/m )
2

Hazardous area (5 kW/m ).

- 1300 m

The parameters of the potential risk in case of major accidents for the terminal's on shore part
have been calculated using a computer program PHAST 6.5. Calculations shows that in case of a
high pressured pipe line leak in the terminal the danger zones should be as follows:
-

Particularly dangerous area (37,5 kW/m2 )
2

-

Very dangerous area (25 kW/m )

-

Medium risk area (12,5 kW/m2 )

-

2

Outer border of danger area (5 kW/m )

-

130 m

-

140 m

-

145 m

-

155 m

Gas cloud explosion released from high pressured pipe line leakages (endangers the lives and
health of unprotected people, probability of fatal consequences is around 1%, the facilities will
not catch fire) the maximum possible radius of a fire ball is 810 meters.
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11.2 Danger areas

-

Particularly dangerous area

- disastrous consequences (E)

-

Very dangerous area

- very serious consequences (D)

-

Medium risk area

- serious consequences (C)

-

Hazardous area

- mild consequences (B)

Figure 1 Danger areas

B

C

E
D
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11.3 Risk Matrix
The basis for the risk matrix is the draft act of the Minister of the Interior, which will be validated
according to „Emergency Law“§38 section 5 and takes into account the particularities in handling
chemicals.

CONSEQUENCE
LIKELIHOOD

Insignificant

(1)

Minor
(2)

Moderate
(3)

Almost
certain

(5)

Likely

(4)

Possible

(3)

2In; 2Mu*

Unlikely

(2)

1In; 2Mu;
3Pa; 3Mu;
4Pa; 4Mu;

(1)

1Pa; 3In;
2Pa; 4In;
1Mu;

Rare

Major
(4)

Extreme
(5)

5Pa;
5Mu;5In;

Figure 2 Approximate risk values’ risk matrix for the different possible locations for the LNG terminal.

Mu - stands for Muuga harbour, Pa - stands for Paldiski harbour, In - stands for Inkoo harbour.
Green - low risk; Yellow (ALARP zone) – medium risk; Blue – high risk; Red – extreme risk

*- calculated with LPG terminal planned closed to the terminal. Minimizing the domino effect
requires additional activities and investments.
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11.4 The major accidents, consequences of which have been indicated in the risk matrix:

1 - Tanker container breakage in case of collision while entering
Paldiski and Muuga - very low frequency (1), Inkoo – low frequency (2)
2 – Tanker container ruptures while turning the loaded tanker
Paldiski and Muuga – low frequency (2), Inkoo – medium frequency (3)
3 – Moored tanker tank rupture during a storm
Paldiski and Muuga – low frequency (2), Inkoo – very low frequency (1)
4 – Loading interface fracture during a storm
Paldiski and Muuga – low frequency (2), Inkoo – very low frequency (1)
5 - Act of terrorism – all locations - very low frequency (1), very serious consequences

Possible frequency rate for technical failures in case of major accidents is the same for all
terminals:
-

loading interface fracture (2)

-

Low pressure pipe leakage (2)

-

Pressure pipe leakage (2)

-

Compressor Station dangerous failure (2)

-

Odour gas tank dangerous leak (1), but the consequences can be very difficult

11.5 Evaluation criteria:
-

The Depth of the Harbour

-

Navigation (ice conditions, storm security, manoeuvring options, simultaneous traffic in
the port)

-

Distance between harbour and storage facilities

-

People, Houses, Companies in high risk zone

-

Access to infrastructure
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11.6 Summary and conclusions
The current document presents three (Paldiski, Muuga and Inkoo) possible LNG terminals’ primal
comparative evaluation results. Part of the evaluation is the general suggestions taking into
account the existing harbour facilities threats and the real current situation.
The analysis considers risks to exposed persons life and health, which can occur in the location
chosen for building the terminal. All possible major accidents, including domino effects have been
evaluated.
The risk of the terminal is unacceptably high when located in Inkoo harbour (out of the ALARP),
mainly because of the narrow entry and turning possibilities for the tanker. Also, limitations for
tanker sizes, which could enter the Inkoo harbour and manoeuvre there. This item needs further
studies.
The turning circle in the harbour basin and its diameter is around 400 meters. As a result it is
suitable for up to 200 meters length ships (the diameter of the turning circle is about 1,5 to 2
times the length of the ship). For ships with a length of 322 meters it is too small and turning is
performed before the last leading line to the harbour.
When locating the LNG terminal on the eastern side of the Muuga harbour, the risk is acceptable.
However, the risk is higher than acceptable (out of the ALARP), when the planned LPG terminal
will be built near the terminal.
Safety distances from LNG tankers to other traffic have to be taken into account in the Muuga
and in the Inkoo.
·

The possible location for the terminal in Paldiski is relatively better compared to the other
options. Building a breakwater might be the option to be considered.

General conclusion based on the risk analysis for the possible locations is that of the three
evaluated possible locations, Paldiski harbour is the most suitable for building the LNG terminal.
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11.7 People, houses and companies in Paldiski high risk/ALARP zone

Companies and People in high risk zone in Paldiski
Companies
Paldiski Wind Farm
Paldiski LNG Terminal*

Employees
2
20

Figure 3 High risk zone and ALARP zone in the Paldiski

LNG

Paldiski Wind Farm, 2

Paldiski LNG, 20

Figure 4

Exposed persons, houses and companies in the high risk zone and ALARP zone in the Paldiski
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11.8 People, houses and companies in Muuga high risk/ALARP zone
Companies and People in high risk zone in Muuga
Companies
Coal Terminal

Employees
139

Industrial Park (plan.)*

50-120

Muuga LNG Terminal*

20

Figure 5 High risk zone and ALARP zone in the Muuga
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LNG
Muuga LNG, 20
Coal Terminal, 139

Industrial Park, 50

Figure 6 Exposed persons, houses and companies in the high risk zone and ALARP zone in the Muuga

11.9 People, houses and companies in Inkoo high risk/ALARP zone
Companies and People in high risk zone in Inkoo
Companies
Fortum Power and Heat OY
Finnsementti OY

Employees
100
2

Inkoo Shipping Oy Ab

36

Oy KWH Freeze

10

Neste fuel depot

10

Winter boat storage
Water Purification Station
Inkoo LNG Terminal*

2
2
20
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Figure 7 Exposed persons, houses and companies in the high risk zone and ALARP zone in the Inkoo

Table 3 Scores for safety issues

Score

-

Scenario one
Scenario two
Scenario three

Paldiski
5
5
5

Muuga
3
3
3

Finland
3
3
3
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12. TECHNICAL
12.1 Technical Comparison
12.2 LNG Unloading Facilities
12.2.1 Summary

The LNG unloading facilities in Paldiski are assumed to be located at the interface between the
Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Finland at the entrance to the Lahepere Laht bay. The selected location
provide natural protection for environmental conditions from east and south but appear to be
sensitive to environmental conditions from west and north. Detailed studies may therefore
conclude it is necessary to construct a breakwater to ensure regular unloading operations at the
terminal. The ice period at the LNG terminal is assumed to be less than 49 days in average and
the ice thickness is assumed to be less than 11 centimetres in average. The LNG carriers are
assumed to be able to service the terminal without pilot assistance.
The LNG unloading facilities in Muuga are assumed to be located well protected from the
environment at the inside of the future breakwater around the harbour. The water depth does not
appear to be sufficient and dredging is assumed to be required to accommodate the large LNG
carriers. Should the brakewater not be build, as assumed, a new pier of similar design as the
assumed pier in Paldiski have been assumed. However, the length of the pipe bridge will be
longer in Muuga and such pier would be unprotected from environmental loads from northern
directions and face similar challenges as described for the Paldiski facilities. The ice period at the
LNG terminal is assumed to be less than 65 days in average and the ice thickness is assumed to
be less than 24 centimetres in average. The entrance to the harbour is via a narrow fairway and
LNG carriers servicing the terminal are assumed to need pilot assistance.
The LNG unloading facilities in Inkoo are assumed to be located inshore well protected from
waves and other environmental loads by islands. The fairway to the LNG terminal is narrow and
the LNG carriers is assumed to need tug boat as well as pilot assistance to get to the LNG
terminal. The recommended navigational safety zone around vessels carrying hazardous cargos
will restrict other traffic to and from the harbour while an LNG carrier enter or leave the terminal.
However, once the LNG carrier has been moored at the terminal there are not assumed to be
restrictions to other traffic. The distance from a moored LNG carrier at the terminal to the fairway
is very short and though passing traffic will be parallel to the LNG carrier dredging is assumed to
be required to segregate the traffic form the moored LNG carrier as much as possible. The ice
period at the LNG terminal is assumed to be less than 94 days in average and the ice thickness is
assumed to be less than 29 centimetres in average.

12.2.2 New LNG Pier in Paldiski

Paldiski is located at the interface between the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Finland.
The LNG storage and re-gasification facilities are assumed to be located at the north coast of the
peninsula of Paldiski as indicated at Figure 1.
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Navigational
Safety Zone
Figure 11 – LNG Storage & Re-gasification Facilities Site Options for Muuga Harbour

There are no harbour facilities at this location and the LNG unloading is assumed to be via a new
pier located at the north side of the peninsula of Paldiski.
The assumed location for the pier is located at the entrance to the Lahepere Laht bay and land
provide natural protection against environmental conditions from southerly directions in the
spectrum from east-north-east to west-south-west.
The proposed location for the pier provide no protection against environmental conditions from
northern directions in the interval vest-south-west to east-north-east and it is recommended to
access the environmental influence on the security of supply to the LNG terminal as a part of the
feasibility evaluations to ensure brake water protection not is required to secure regular supply of
LNG to the LNG storage and re-gasification terminal.
The navigational safety zone /2/ from a LNG carrier in transit have been indicated at Figure 1
above and is not expected to restrict other shipping activities in the area.
12.2.2.1 Dredging
The new pier is assumed to be located at larger water depth than 14.4 meters (Ref. section
12.2), why dredging not have been assumed for this location.
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12.2.2.2 New Pier
The new pier is assumed to consist of a centre platform and four mooring dolphins as indicated at
Figure 2.

Centre
Platform

Pipe Bridge

Mooring
Dolphins
(typ.)

Figure 12 - Sketch of assumed new pier in Paldiski

The pier is assumed to be located at larger water depth than 14.4 meters and connected to shore
by a piled pipe bridge. The pipe bridge is assumed to be approximately 800 meters long.
Reference is made to section 12.2 for further details about the pipe bridge assumptions.
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12.2.2.3 Navigational Issues
The Parki Madal ground is assumed to be clearly marked with buoys and there are no other
navigational issues for the LNG carriers visiting the LNG terminal in Paldiski. The LNG carriers are
assumed to be able to service the terminal without pilot assistance.
12.2.2.4 Ice conditions
There is no ice data for the proposed location of the LNG terminal and the ice conditions for the
harbour in Paldiski are assumed to be representative for the LNG terminal.
The review includes the winter seasons from 1994-95 to 2008-09.
The average ice period is 41 days.
This is based on a large spread from 0 days in 2007-08 and 2008-09 to 122 days in 2002-03.
The average ice thickness is 8 centimetres.
This is based on a spread from 0 centimetres in 2007-08 and 2008-09 to 30 centimetres in 199596 and 2005-06.
Converting the ice period data to statistical figures, there is expected to be less than 49 days
with ice in 50 % of the winter seasons and less than 80 days with ice in 90 % of the winter
seasons.
Converting the ice thickness data to statistical figures, the maximum thickness of the ice is
expected to be less than 11 centimetres in 50 % of the winter seasons and less than 18
centimetres in 90 % of the winter seasons.
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12.2.3 Extension of Muuga Harbor

Muuga harbour is located in the inner parts of the open Bay of Muuga.
Several site locations have been identified and site location 3 has been evaluated to be suitable
for the location of a LNG storage and re-gasification facilities.

Figure 13 – LNG Storage & Re-gasification Facilities Site Options for Muuga Harbour

The eastern part of the harbour is presently used as a coal dispatch terminal and this service is
expected to continue. The harbour plan to build a breakwater around the entire harbour basin
and a new cargo terminal between the coal dispatch terminal and the container terminal.
Respecting existing operations as well as future plans the LNG unloading jetty is assumed to be
located as an extension of the harbour towards the north inside the breakwater as indicated at
the Figure 4

Figure 14 - Location Plan Muuga Harbour
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The navigational safety zone (Ref. section 12.2) from a LNG carrier in transit has been indicated
as 'Safety zone' at Figure 4 above. Marine operations while an LNG carrier enter or leave the
terminal will have to be coordinated with vessels servicing the coal dispatch terminal and vessels
servicing the eastern part of the future cargo terminal. However, this is expected not to influence
any of the operations of any significance.

12.2.3.1 Dredging
The present water depth at the selected location for the LNG pier at the inside of the brake water
is not sufficient for the assumed LNG carrier service and dredging is required.
Based on the space requirements defined in section 12.2, the dredging volume is roughly
estimated to 900.000 m3.

Figure 25 – Existing Water Depths in Muuga Harbour
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12.2.3.2 Pier
The pier is assumed to consist of a centre platform and four mooring dolphins. The pier is
assumed to be integrated with the planned breakwater extension of the harbour.

Figure 16 - Illustration of Pier Arrangement for Muuga Harbour

12.2.3.3 Navigational Issues
The entrance to the LNG terminal is via a narrow fairway and the LNG carriers visiting the LNG
terminal in Muuga are assumed to have pilot assistance.
12.2.3.4 Ice conditions
Ice data from the Muuga Harbour has been reviewed.
The review includes the winter seasons from 1994-95 to 2008-09.
The average ice period is 57 days.
This is based on a large spread from 4 days in 2008-09 to 151 days in 2002-03.
The average ice thickness is 18 centimetres.
This is based on a spread from 0 centimetres in 2008-09 to 65 centimetres in 2002-03.
Converting the ice period data to statistical figures, there is expected to be less than 65 days
with ice in 50 % of the winter seasons and less than 103 days with ice in 90 % of the winter
seasons.
Converting the ice thickness data to statistical figures, the maximum thickness of the ice is
expected to be less than 24 centimetres in 50 % of the winter seasons and less than 40
centimetres in 90 % of the winter seasons.
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12.2.3.5 Sketch of Assumed Facilities in Muuga
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12.2.4 New LNG Pier in Inkoo

The fjord close to Inkoo in Finland is shallow water (approx. 4 meters) and it is assumed the LNG
terminal will be located further west in the area around the Syväsatama deep water harbour (The
area marked with A at figure 7 below).

Figure 17 - Inkoo Area

The Syväsatama deep water harbour is mainly used for unloading and storage of coal for the
Joddböle power plant. Other industries are located at the harbour east of the Joddböle power
plant towards the sea.
The site east of these industries appear to be reasonable flat and of suitable size for the location
of an LNG terminal. The new LNG pier is assumed to be located south of this location interfacing
with the deepwater fairway as indicated at Figure 8 below.
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LNG Terminal

New Pier

Navigational
Safety Zone

Figure 18 - Syväsatama Deep Water Harbour

The navigational safety zone (Ref. section 12.2) from a LNG carrier in transit has been indicated
at Figure 7 above. The navigational safety zone exceeds the fairway and marine operations to
and from the LNG terminal will have to be coordinated with vessels servicing the coal terminal
and other vessels servicing the harbour. However, this is expected not to influence any of the
operations of any significance.
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12.2.4.1 Dredging

New Pier

Figure 19 - Water DepthSyväsatama Deep Water Harbour

The new pier will be located very close to the fairway to the coal terminal. Some dredging is
required in the area of the new pier. Further dredging is assumed to be necessary at the south
side of the fairway to segregate the sailing coal barges as much as possible from a moored LNG
carrier at the LNG terminal.
Based on the space requirements defined in section 12.2, the dredging volume is roughly
estimated to approximately 700.000 m3.

12.2.4.2 New Pier
The new pier is assumed to consist of a centre platform and four mooring dolphins. The pier is
assumed to be connected to shore by a piled pipe bridge. The pipe bridge is assumed to be
approximately 40 meters long. Reference is made to section 12.2 for further details about the
pipe bridge assumptions.

Pipe Bridge

Centre
Platform
Mooring
Dolphins
(typ.)
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12.2.4.3 Navigational Issues
The entrance to the LNG terminal is via a narrow fairway and the LNG carriers visiting the LNG
terminal in Inkoo are assumed to have pilot assistance.
12.2.4.4 Ice conditions
Ice data from the Inkoo Harbour has been reviewed.
The review includes the winter seasons from 1994-95 to 2008-09.
The average ice period is 93 days.
This is based on a large spread from 37 days in 2007-08 to 154 days in 2002-03.
The average ice thickness is 27 centimetres.
This is based on a spread from 5 centimetres in 2007-08 to 60 centimetres in 2002-03.
Converting the ice period data to statistical figures, there is expected to be less than 94 days
with ice in 50 % of the winter seasons and less than 124 days with ice in 90 % of the winter
seasons.
Converting the ice thickness data to statistical figures, the maximum thickness of the ice is
expected to be less than 29 centimetres in 50 % of the winter seasons and less than 43
centimetres in 90 % of the winter seasons.

12.3 LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities
12.3.1 Summary

Site preparations (removal of soil)
Distance between harbor and storage facilities
Distance to Balticconnector / HP transmission sys.

Paldiski
280.000 m3
1.500 m
4 km

Muuga
500.000 m3
1.500 m
27 km

Inkoo
100.000 m3
1.500 m
4 km

12.3.2 LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities in Paldiski

The LNG storage and re-gasification facilities are assumed to be located at the north coast of the
peninsula of Paldiski as indicated at Figure 1.
12.3.2.1 Site Preparations for LNG Storage Tanks
The cost line is step and the land area is elevated approximately 30 meters above the sea.
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Figure 20 - Elevations at Paldiaki Site Location

The discharge head for the export pumps installed in the tanks of typical large size LNG carriers
are 145 m.
Assuming the highest discharge location inside the onshore LNG storage tank is located
approximately 40 meters above the bottom of the tank and typical pressure loses in the LNG
unloading system, the bottom of the onshore LNG storage tank must be located less than
approximately 20 meters above the sea level to ensure LNG unloading operations can be
performed from typical large size LNG carriers at full rate.
Further the LNG storage tanks must be supported on soil with a load capacity of approximately
400 kN/m2.
Based on the above, it has been assumed the LNG storage tanks at Paldiski will have to be partly
buried.
It has been assumed the LNG tanks has to be burred approximately 13 meters into the ground or
approximately 130.000 m3 of materials has to be removed to partly burry the LNG storage tanks.
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12.3.2.2 LNG Storage Facilities
The LNG storage facilities are assumed to consist of two 165.000 m3 LNG storage tanks.
Reference is made to section 12.3 for further details about the LNG storage facilities.
12.3.2.3 Distance between the Pier and the LNG Storage Facilities
The distance between the pier and the storage tanks has been assumed to be approximately
1.500 m (incl. the pipe bridge).
12.3.2.4 Site Preparations for LNG Re-gasification Facilities
The LNG is pumped from the LNG storage tanks to the LNG re-gasification facilities and the regasification facilities can therefore be elevated above the bottom of the LNG storage tanks.
The LNG re-gasification facilities must be supported on soil with a load capacity of approximately
50 kN/m2.
It is assumed approximately 0,5 meter of top soil has to be removed to reach a layer that can
support the re-gasification facilities and an average of approximately 1 meter of materials must
be moved in order to level the site, burry drains, etc.
Assuming the LNG site is approximately 100.000 m2 this corresponds to approximately 150.000
m3 of soil.
12.3.2.5 LNG Re-gasification Facilities
The capacity of the LNG re-gasification facilities is assumed to be 900.000 m3/h.
Reference is made to section 12.3 for further details about the LNG re-gasification facilities.
12.3.2.6 Gas Export Pipeline
The distance to the Balticconector pipeline is assumed to be approximately 4 km.
12.3.3 LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities in Muuga

The LNG storage and re-gasification facilities are assumed to be located at site option 3, east of
the Muuga harbour, as indicated at Figure 3.
12.3.3.1 Site Preparations for LNG Storage Tanks
The cost line is relatively flat and the land area is elevated 5 - 10 meters above the sea.
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Muuga site

Figure 21 - Elevation at Muuga Site Location

Unloading from typical large size LNG carriers at full rate is therefore not an issue.
Further the LNG storage tanks must be supported on soil with a load capacity of approximately
400 kN/m2.
There is little soil at the location on top of cliffs. The cliffs are assumed to be able to support the
LNG storage tanks.
Based on the above, it has been assumed and average of approximately 5 meters of top soil and
cliffs must be removed in order to level the site.

12.3.3.2 LNG Storage Facilities
The LNG storage facilities are assumed to consist of two 165.000 m3 LNG storage tanks.
Reference is made to section 12.3 for further details about the LNG storage facilities.
12.3.3.3 Distance between the Pier and the LNG Storage Facilities
The distance between the pier and the storage tanks has been assumed to be approximately
1.500 m (incl. the pipe bridge).
12.3.3.4 Site Preparations for LNG Re-gasification Facilities
The LNG re-gasification facilities must be supported on soil with a load capacity of approximately
50 kN/m2.
There is little soil at the location on top of cliffs. The cliffs are assumed to be able to support the
LNG storage tanks.
Based on the above, it has been assumed an average of approximately 5 meters of top soil and
cliff must be removed in order to level the site.
Assuming the LNG site is approximately 100.000 m2 this corresponds to approximately 500.000
m3 of soil.
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12.3.3.5 LNG Re-gasification Facilities
The capacity of the LNG re-gasification facilities is assumed to be 900.000 m3/h.
Reference is made to section 12.3 for further details about the LNG re-gasification facilities.
12.3.3.6 Gas Export Pipeline
The Estonian gas transmission system bordering the Gulf of Finland are known to be in a
relatively poor state and thus operated at lower pressure (maximum 38 barg). The pipeline is not
assumed to have sufficient capacity to handle the gas quantities form the re-gasification facilities
in Muuga.
The gas export form Muuga has to interface to the DN 700 pipeline between Talin and Karksi.
The distance from Muuga to to the Talin and Karksi gas transmission line is assumed to be
approximately 9 km.

Figure 22 - Gas Transmission Systems

12.3.4 LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities in Inkoo

The LNG storage and re-gasification facilities are assumed to be located at site option 3, east of
the Muuga harbour, as indicated at Figure 3.
12.3.4.1 Site Preparations for LNG Storage Tanks
The cost line is relatively flat and the land area is elevated approximately 5 meters above the
sea.
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Inkoo site

Figure 23 - Elevation at Muuga Site Location

Unloading from typical large size LNG carriers at full rate is therefore not an issue.
Further the LNG storage tanks must be supported on soil with a load capacity of approximately
400 kN/m2.
The area is a quarry for materials for the North Stream Pipeline. There is no soil at the location
and limited site preparations are assumed necessary.
Based on the above, it has been assumed and average of approximately 1 meter of materials
must be moved in order to level the site, burry drains, etc.
12.3.4.2 LNG Storage Facilities
The LNG storage facilities are assumed to consist of two 165.000 m3 LNG storage tanks.
Reference is made to section 12.3 for further details about the LNG storage facilities.
12.3.4.3 Distance between the Pier and the LNG Storage Facilities
The distance between the pier and the storage tanks has been assumed to be approximately
1.500 m (incl. the pipe bridge).
12.3.4.4 Site Preparations for LNG Re-gasification Facilities
The LNG re-gasification facilities must be supported on soil with a load capacity of approximately
50 kN/m2.
The area is a quarry for materials for the North Stream Pipeline. There is no soil at the location
and limited site preparations are assumed necessary.
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Based on the above, it has been assumed and average of approximately 1 meter of materials
must be moved in order to level the site and burry drains, etc.
Assuming the LNG site is approximately 100.000 m2 this corresponds to moving approximately
100.000 m3 of rock materials.
12.3.4.5 LNG Re-gasification Facilities
The capacity of the LNG re-gasification facilities is assumed to be 900.000 m3/h.
Reference is made to section 12.3 for further details about the LNG re-gasification facilities.
12.3.4.6 Gas Export Pipeline
The landfall for the Balcicconnector is assumed to be in the Inkoo area (ref. Figure 12).
We has not been able to find any information on exactly where the Balticconnector pipeline will
have its landfall in the Inkoo area and the the distance between the re-gasification facilities and
to the Balticconnector pipeline is therefore assumed to be similar to the diatance at Paldiski
(approximately 4 km).

12.4 References
/1/ Document No.: 100614002/281.002 'Technical Description – LNG Re-gasification Facilities'
/2/ Document No.: 100614002/281.003 'Technical Description – Harbour Facilities'
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12.5 Technical Description – Harbor Facilities (Base Case)
12.5.1 Design Basis
12.5.2 Environmental Conditions

Reference is made to section 10.1
12.5.3 Applicable Laws, Regulations, Codes and Standards

The definition of which laws, regulations, codes and standards for which the facilities shall be
designed, constructed and operated is not part of the scope.

12.5.4 LNG Carriers

The LNG terminal may service LNG carriers of different size.
All evaluations are based on the largest LNG Carriers servicing the LNG terminals on a regular
basis carry approximately 160,000 m³ LNG. Vessels of this size would have the following
approximate dimensions:
Length:
Beam:
Draft:

230 m
45 m
12,5 m

12.5.5 Fairways & Navigational Safety Zones

12.5.5.1 Fairway
Some locations require dredging of fairways.
Fairways are indicated at the layout sketches.
A standard fairway has been assumed based on recommended minimum dimensions for channels
used by vessels carrying dangerous cargo. The fairway has been assumed to be single lane
channel with nominal depth of 14.4 metres, making the fairway suitable for 12,5 m draft LNG
ship with 15% under keel clearance. The width of the fairway is assumed to be 180 meters
corresponding to approximately 4 times beam of the largest vessels servicing the terminal on a
regular basis. (see figure 4-4 below).

Figure 4-4. Principle cross section of the fairway

The turning circles are assumed 580 metres in diameter corresponding to approximately 2,5
times length of the largest vessels servicing the terminal on a regular basis.
Manoeuvring
When the vessels enter the fairway, their speed will be low and consequently their means of
manoeuvring are very limited. Therefore support of tug boats is necessary.
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It is recommended that the fairway will be marked with lighted floating ice-buoys which greatly
enhance the navigability in the fairway.
12.5.5.2 Navigational Safety Zones
For LNG tankers in transit there is a recommendable safety distance of 0,25NM (~500m) to other
operating ships. The safety distance will be indicated as a safety zone on the plot plans.

12.5.6 Pier & Piping Bridge to Shore

The purpose of the pier is to provide mooring facilities for the LNG carriers and to facilitate the
cargo is unloaded from the LNG carriers. Both the jetty and piping bridge to shore are assumed
to be of modular design.

The modular design for the jetty is assumed to be build-up by the components:
·

A platform with loading arms, manifolds and other equipment is provided at the centre
of the vessel. The platform shall be fitted with emergency brake away mooring hooks to
moor the vessel and an operator cabin to monitor operations.

·

Four dolphins' fender minimum 1/3 of the length of the vessel towards the jetty.

·

Two mooring dolphins in each end each fitted with emergency brake away mooring
hooks to moor the vessel

·

Interconnecting bridges

The modular design for the pipe bridge is assumed to be build-up by the components:
·

Pipe bridge

·

Pipe bridge supports (approximately one for each 15 meters)

·

Expansion loop platforms (approximately one for each 160 meters)
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12.6 Technical Description – LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities (Base Case)
The technical basis for the comparison is a facility sized as per the LNG storage and regasification facilities in Muuga for all three locations. This document contains a short presentation
of the technical basis for the LNG storage and re-gasification facilities.
The Muuga LNG project exports all gas via the Estonian transmission system. The facilities at
Paldiski and Inkoo are situated at the landing of the Balticconnector pipeline and they would
export gas to the local transmission system (Estonia or Finland, respectively) as well as to the
other country via the Balticconnector. The Balticconnector is expected to operate at higher
pressure than the gas transmission systems. It has been assumed that the export rates to the
different markets are distributed according to the size of the markets, i.e. approx. 5/9 of the
export stream is routed to the transmission system in the Finnish market and approx. 4/9 is
routed to the transmission system in Estonia (connected to gas transmission systems in Latvia &
Lithuania).
The capability of the gas transmission systems or Balticconnector to manage the different new
flow schemes as a result of the proposed new LNG terminal has not been evaluated.
The technical basis for the harbor facilities and strategic storage of LNG are presented in separate
sections.

12.7 concept options
12.7.1 LNG Transport

LNG is typically transported fully refrigerated at ambient pressure in membrane tanks or Moss
type of LNG tanks.
The components in conventional membrane tanks can be mass produced. Membrane tanks have
been optimized to comply with typical LNG carrier service and membrane tanks for this type of
service have developed to be less expensive to build compared to Moss type of tanks during the
last couple of years.
The LNG carrier picks up LNG and transports a full load from one terminal to another terminal.
Traditionally LNG carriers trade in waters without ice and there is no history of ice classed LNG
carriers.
Sailing in ice is known to increase hull vibrations compared to traditional service. Membrane
tanks have been optimized to match traditional LNG carrier service and the effect of possible
fatigue issues on the tanks, as a result of the additional vibrations, has to be checked in further
detail to verify conventional membrane tanks are suitable and can be used when trading in
waters with seasonal ice.
Moss type of tanks is considered to be more robust in this context and vibrations from sailing in
ice are not expected to cause any issues of significance.
Unloading operations for traditional LNG carriers are typically well protected from the influence of
waves within a harbor or at a pier with limited wave loading to the LNG carrier.
Fully refrigerated LNG membrane cargoes are assumed to be the most conventional type and this
study has been based on this type of LNG tankers.
12.7.2 Gas export to Local Transmission System

The maximum operating pipeline pressure in the gas transmission net in Estonia is assumed to
be 50 barg.
The gas export pressure is defined by the discharge pressure of send-out pumps installed
upstream the vaporizers. The discharge pressure will be selected to match the gas transmission
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pressure specification (including pressure losses) at the interface to the Estonian gas
transmission network.

LNG

Vaporizers

Gas export
metering

Send-out pumps

12.7.3 Gas export to Local Transmission System and BalticConnector Pipeline

The maximum operating pipeline pressure in the gas transmission net in both Estonia and Finland
is assumed to be approx. 50 barg and the maximum operating pipeline pressure in the
BalticConnector pipeline is assumed to be approx. 80 barg.
The export pressure is defined by the discharge pressure of send-out pumps installed upstream
the vaporizers and two parallel trains with different operating pressures have been assumed,
each consisting of: send-out pumps, vaporizers and metering facilities.

Vaporizers
L
N
G

Gas export
metering

Send-out pumps
(2 x 100 % Capacity)
Vaporizers

Gas export
metering
ing

50 barg gas
export to
transmission
system
80 barg gas
export to
Baltic
Connector
pipeline

Send-out pumps
(2 x 100 % Capacity)

The send-out pumps in each train are assumed to be 2 x 100 % capacity pumps to ensure
sparing of rotating equipment at each pressure level.
The vaporizers are assumed to be low maintenance equipment and have not been assumed to be
spared. However, this could also be based on the philosophy of common spare facilities rated at
the highest pressure, should this be required.
The gas export meters are assumed to be independent units, one for each export system.

12.7.4 LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities concepts

In this study, the only concept considered is a full scale onshore LNG storage and re-gasification
plant from day one.
Other concept options used for similar applications throughout the world include:
·
·

·
·

Phased developments
FSRU’s (Floating Storage and Re-gasification Unit)
·
New build purpose-made FSRU
·
FSRU concept based on conversion of second hand LNG carrier
Various hybrids between the onshore and the FSRU concepts
SRV’s (Shuttle Re-gasification Vessel)
·
New build purpose-made SRV
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·

SRV concept based on conversion of second hand LNG carrier

These options are not evaluated in this study.

12.8 Design Basis
The gas export specifications are based on typical pipeline specifications.
The detailed basic data for the design of the LNG terminal is not established. The information
used in this study is based on assumptions based on general knowledge and experience.
12.8.1 LNG Import- and Gas Export Specification

12.8.1.1 Import Specification
12.8.1.1.1 LNG Composition
The LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities will receive LNG by ship. Final decision about
where the LNG will be shipped from has not been made. The composition of the LNG differs for
the different areas where LNG is exported from and the composition of the imported gas is
therefore uncertain for this part of the study.
It is assumed that the imported LNG will be within “typical” LNG cargo compositions.
There are several “typical” LNG cargo compositions, for example the one reported in Table 12-1
from Ref. 0. For the feasibility design of the LNG terminal a high and a low methane composition
case (defined as cases A and B respectively) shall be considered. The terminal can then be
operated within the boundaries of gas composition A and B and the project should thereby be
able to import LNG from the larger part of the world without designing the terminal for extreme
compositions at the market. The assumed gas composition envelope is summarized in Table
12-1.
Typical 0
92.0

Case A - Lean 0
97.5

Case B - Rich 0
88.7

Ethane

5.0

1.5

8

Propane

1.5

0.5

2

Butane

0.5

-

1

Nitrogen

1.0

0.5

0.3

Methane

Additional specifications (General)
CO2

< 50 ppmv

-

-

H2S

< 4 ppmv

-

-

H2O

< 1 ppmw

-

-

-

38.5

42

HHV (MJ/Sm3)

Table 12-1. Typical range of LNG compositions, from high to low methane compositions (mole %), lean
and rich LNG, respectively.

12.8.1.1.2 LNG Carrier Unloading Conditions
The assumed LNG flows and operation conditions from unloading of LNG from the vessels to the
storage tanks are given in Table 12-2.
Parameter

Units

Value

Maximum unloading flow rate

m3/h

10,000

Minimum unloading pressure

barg

0.25

°C

-162

Minimum unloading temperature

Table 12-2. Import specification (Typical export capacity from LNG carrier)
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12.8.1.1.3 LNG Storage Volume
A total LNG storage volume of 330,000 m3 distributed on two equal sized tanks has been
assumed.
12.8.1.2 Export Specification
12.8.1.2.1 Operating Envelope (Re-gasification Facilities)
The assumed gas export flows and conditions from the re-gasification facilities to the gas
transmission net are given in Table 12-3 for each of the cases considered.
All export gas volumes are in normal cubic meters per hour (Nm3/h) which corresponds to one
cubic meter of export gas at atmospheric pressure at 0 °C.
Parameter

Units

Case 1

Case 2

Gas export - to Estonia
- to Finland

Nm3/h

400,000
-

400,000
500,000

Maximum total design flow

Nm3/h

400,000

900,000

Minimum gas export - to Estonia
- to Finland

Nm3/h

HOLD
HOLD

HOLD
HOLD

Minimum total design flow

Nm3/h

HOLD

HOLD

50
-

50
80

2 - 40

2 - 40

Pipeline export pressure - to Estonia
- to Finland

barg

Pipeline temperature - export

°C

Table 12-3. Export specification (from the re-gasification facilities) for a plant located in Estonia.

Minimum flows and seasonal changes to the gas flows are not considered as a part of this study.
The minimum gas export capacity of the LNG temrinal defines how boil-off gas from the LNG
storage and re-gasification facilities is managed during periods of low flow. Boil-off gas flowrates
up to approximately 20% of the total gas export flow can be re-condensed and managed by the
Re-condenser at the re-gasification facilities. In case the boil-off from the plant is greater than
approximately 20% of the total gas export flow from the re-gasification facilities, the Recondenser cannot absorb all the boil-off and a Minimum Export Compressor has to be
implemented to compress the boil-off vapors to pipeline pressure. The minimum export flow from
the plant can thereby be reduced to the boil-off from the plant.
The minimum export flow from the plant may be reduced to zero by adding a small-scale reliquefaction plant (instead of the Minimum Export Compressor). This option comes at high cost
and is not further considered for the basic process described here. This will be considered in
connection to strategic storage.
12.8.1.2.2 Gas Export Specification
The actual gas specification for the Estonian and Finnish transmission systems has not been
reviewed. The present transmission net in Estonia is assumed to use gas with an average
composition as specified in Table 12-4, as previously informed by Eesti Gaas for the natural gas
imported from Russia and Latvia. The same composition is assumed for the Finnish transmission
net.
Compound
Methane

Mol%
96.91 - 98.33

Ethane

0.51 - 1.38

Propane

0.16 - 0.49

Nitrogen

0.87 - 0.93

Table 12-4. Specification for gas in the Estonian transmission net.
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LNG can be supplied from different sources to LNG terminals thereby providing independence
from a single gas supplier. The range of LNG compositions has been specified in Table 12-1 and
the composition envelope is defined by a low and a high methane composition range (that is, rich
and lean LNG respectively).
The LNG liquefaction process includes removal of corrosive compounds (such as CO2 or H2S),
contaminants (e.g. mercury), heavy hydrocarbons and also a gas dehydration process. Based on
this, the imported LNG is not expected to contain any corrosive compounds, contaminants,
condensates or water that could cause problems in the gas transmission system.
The gas quality of vaporized LNG is defined by a higher heating value as well as the Wobbe Index
(WI, that takes into account Higher Heating Value and density of the gas) that needs to be
compared to the gas transmission system specifications. These parameters influence the value of
the gas and they may be an issue for the end user of the gas, if they are outside the limits
specified for the gas transmission net.
The heating value of re-gasified LNG is assumed to be higher than the heating value of the gas in
the transmission system. In case the heating value of the vaporized LNG is outside the specified
limits for the gas transmission net, mixing of LNG’s from different suppliers or the addition of air
or nitrogen-enriched air may be considered to lower the heating value of re-gasified LNG to be
within the specified limits. This would ensure the compatibility of LNG with the gas requirements
for the transmission net.
The actual specification of the imported LNG as well as the gas specification in the distribution
net(s) has not been reviewed as part of this study. The heating value and the Wobbe Index
specifications have therefore not been evaluated as a part of this study.
12.8.2 Environmental Conditions

12.8.2.1 Wind
Reference is made to section 10.1
12.8.2.2 Air Temperatures
Maximum and minimum air temperatures shall be defined as preparations for the Concept FEED.
12.8.2.3 Seawater Temperatures
The seawater temperatures are assumed to be close to the freezing point during the wintertime
and it is not assumed feasible from a practical point of view to use seawater as heating medium
for the re-gasification process during the winter time.
However, seawater is used in the utility systems and the maximum and minimum seawater
temperature shall be defined as preparations for the Concept FEED.
12.8.2.4 Ice
It is assumed that there will be ice in the Baltic Sea during the wintertime. Ice is not assumed to
be an issue of significance limiting LNG supply to the gas terminal, but the LNG carrier is
assumed to have to be ice classed to service the gas terminal during the wintertime.
There might be issues with vibration in membrane tanks when sailing in ice. No membrane
tankers are known to have previously been ice classed in accordance to ice class 1A. Therefore,
the impact of ice on membrane carriers has to be evaluated in further detail.
Moss type of LNG carriers is not assumed to be sensitive to vibrations when sailing in ice.
Membrane tankers are less expensive than Moss tankers. It is assumed to be possible to manage
the issues with vibration in membrane tanks when sailing in icy waters and this study is based on
membrane carriers, though there are outstanding issues to be investigated in further detail
before the concept validation is completed.
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The design requirements for ice shall be defined as preparations for the Concept FEED.
12.8.3 Applicable Laws, Regulations, Codes and Standards

The definition of which laws, regulations, codes and standards for which the facilities shall be
designed, constructed and operated is not part of the scope.

12.9 Process Description
12.9.1 General

The LNG is assumed to be transported fully refrigerated by conventional LNG carriers to the LNG
Storage and Re-gasification terminal.
There are three main operations in the LNG Storage and Re-gasification Facilities: (i) LNG
unloading from LNG carriers to the onshore storage tanks, (ii) LNG storage (without gas export to
the transmission net) and (iii) LNG re-gasification and export to the gas transmission net.
LNG unloading from LNG carriers to the onshore storage tanks and LNG re-gasification and
export to the gas transmission net are assumed to normally be carried out simultaneously at the
LNG Storage and Re-gasification plant.
12.9.2 LNG Unloading form LNG Carriers to the Onshore Storage Tanks

The LNG is assumed to be transported to the site in fully refrigerated LNG carriers at ambient
pressure and unloaded from the LNG Carriers to the LNG Storage Tanks at shore through the
unloading lines (fully refrigerated at a temperature of - 162°C).
The LNG unloading operating mode for the plant is illustrated in the unloading operational PFD’s:
250-00-003/013 (Attachment 2).
The LNG is pumped from the cargo tanks in the LNG carriers via the midship manifolds at the
LNG carrier and the Loading Arms at the pier to the LNG Storage Tanks at shore.
Cold LNG vapors (natural gas) are displaced out of the LNG Storage Tanks at shore as liquid
enters the tanks. Liquids are knocked out in the Compressor K.O. Drum before the vapors are
returned to the LNG carrier, with a Vapor Return Blower, if necessary.
During the unloading operation, additional boil-off vapors are generated due to heat ingress in
the LNG Import system and in the LNG Storage Tanks. Excess vapors are recovered by the LNG
re-gasification facilities vapor handling system or flared.
The Loading Arms located at the pier provide the fluid and vapor interface between the fixed
onshore facilities and the mobile systems at the LNG carriers.
LNG carriers are assumed to unload at the LNG storage and re-gasification terminal with regular
intervals. LNG is circulated from the LNG Storage tanks through the LNG unloading lines to
maintain the unloading lines cold between LNG unloading operations.
12.9.3 LNG Storage

The LNG is assumed to be stored at approximately ambient pressure fully refrigerated at a
temperature of approximately -162°C.
The storage of LNG involves evaporation in order to maintain the temperature in the Storage
Tanks. The vapors generated from this process are handled by the vapor handling system.
Boil-off vapors are assumed to be flared in periods with limited fuel gas consumption and no gas
export to the transmission net.
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The storage tanks are insulated and boil off vapors are used as blanket gas on top of the natural
gas liquids stored in the tank during normal operations. However, the storage tanks are fitted
with an inert gas system and a cool-down system for commissioning purposes.
12.9.4 LNG Re-gasification and Export to the Gas Transmission Net

The LNG is pumped from the LNG tanks, vaporized in the re-gasification facilities and supplied to
the gas transmission system.
The LNG re-gasification and export operating mode for the plant is illustrated in the operational
PFD’s: 250-00-004/014 (Attachment 2).
12.9.4.1 Liquid System
The LNG is temporary stored fully refrigerated in the LNG Storage tanks at shore, at
approximately ambient pressure. The LNG is pumped from the LNG Storage Tanks by the In-tank
Pumps at approximately 11 barg, via the Re-condenser, to the booster pumps (Send-out Pumps)
installed upstream the Vaporizers.
The LNG is in equilibrium with vapor at approximately ambient pressure in the LNG Storage
Tanks. The pressure elevated and thereby sub-cooled pump discharge stream from the LNG
Storage Tanks is used to condense the warmer pressure elevated vapors from the LNG Storage
Tanks in the Re-condenser.
Liquids in the vapor handling system are knocked out in the Compressor K. O. Drum and routed
to the LNG pump stream from the storage tanks.
The LNG stream is pressure elevated upstream the vaporizers by the Send-out Pumps to meet
the pipeline export pressure specification and routed to the vaporizers for re-gasification.
Reference is made to sections 12.7.2 and 12.7.3 and Table 12-3 above. Case 2 is a little different
as this case includes gas export to two different systems operating at different pressures.
Considering that minimum emissions and low long term operating costs are likely to have priority
over short term CAPEX savings, two separate trains have been assumed for this case. Each train
for case 2 contains dedicated export pumps, vaporizers and fiscal export metering facilities.
12.9.4.2 Vapor Handling System
The LNG is stored at its boiling point so the storage of LNG involves boil-off to maintain the
temperature in the Storage Tanks. The vapors generated from this process need to be handled
and this is done by the vapor handling system.
Boil-off vapors from the LNG Storage Tanks are taken off from the top of the LNG storage tanks
and routed to the Compressor K. O. Drum.
Liquids are knocked out in the Compressor K. O. Drum and vapors are routed to the Boil-off
Compressors and pressure elevated.
The warmer discharge stream from the Boil-off Compressors is used as fuel gas. Excess gas is
routed to the Re-condenser and re-liquefied by the sub-cooled LNG stream during normal
operations.
The minimum gas export rate has not been defined. In case the Re-condenser is not able to
absorb the entire boil-off vapor volume during operational periods with reduced LNG flow rates, a
side stream may be taken off the discharge line from the Boil-off Compressors, pressure elevated
by a Minimum Export Compressor to the pipeline export pressure, cooled in the Minimum Export
Compressor After-cooler, if necessary, and routed to the export gas stream.
Boil-off vapors are assumed to be flared in periods with limited fuel gas consumption and no gas
export to the transmission net.
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The LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities are assumed to be fitted with a flare and vent
system to be used to dispose of vapors during upset conditions.
12.9.4.3 Gas Export System
The export gas is routed from the vaporizers via the Export Custody Flow metering facilities to
the gas transmission net.
Temperature- and pressure probes, gas sampling equipment and Export Custody Flow Metering
facilities are fitted at the gas export stream to verify the export specification is met at all times
and the actual export rates are monitored and logged before the gas is exported from the gas
terminal.
Nitrogen or inert gas may be mixed into the discharge stream from the vaporizers (upstream the
custody flow metering facilities) to adjust the gas composition to match the pipeline heating
value specification.
The export gas can be odorized if it is exported to the gas distribution system. Gas export to
transmission systems is typically not odorized.
The gas terminal is assumed to be fitted with a flare system to be used to dispose of vapors from
the gas terminal during periods with limited fuel gas consumption and no gas export to the
transmission net.
The gas terminal is assumed to be fitted with a vent system to be used to dispose of vapors from
the gas terminal during upset conditions.
12.9.5 Simultaneous Operating Mode

The simultaneous LNG unloading form LNG Carriers and LNG re-gasification and export operating
mode for the plant is illustrated in the operational PFD’s: 250-00-005/015 (Attachment 2).

12.10

Location and Layout Description
Location
LNG facilities may be required to secure public needs and future society growth. However, it is
more than likely that the local authorities also find that the gas terminal shall be located as to
minimize the risks to humans as well as the environment and thereby have strict requirements
for the location of the LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities.

12.10.1

The largest consequence of an unplanned event at a LNG Storage and Re-gasification terminal is
if a large LNG spill is ignited.
The design of the LNG carrier and the LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities is made as to
minimize the probability of such an event. On top of this, safety systems are introduced to
monitor operations and secure that small events do not escalate into such a scenario.
However, the distance at which just 30 seconds of heat exposure from such a catastrophic event
could burn people, have been found to vary from 500 m to about 1600 m.
Based on this, new facilities containing large quantities of LNG should be located at a distance of
minimum 500 m and preferably also above 1600 m from public areas, where possible.
Though the probability is low, the consequence is high and it is generally recommended to
evaluate the risk (the product of probability and consequence) based on site specific details, as a
part of the feasibility evaluations, when planning to moor LNG carriers with a distance between
500 m and 1600 m from public areas.
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The probability of an event causing leakage of a sufficient size from the onshore LNG Tanks is
typically lower than the events involving LNG carriers. Onshore LNG Storage Tanks are typically
found to be of less risk and local authorities therefore typically accept that these are situated with
a shorter distance to public areas.
Further, it is recommended to evaluate the safety distances to forest areas and other ignitable
items in the vicinity of the LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities to assess to which extent
special precautions have to be made to prevent escalation of events at the LNG Storage and Regasification facilities.
Layout
12.10.2.1
General
The layout shall provide an overall simple and economical facility, which is easy to operate and
maintain whilst maximizing the safety at the facilities during all operations. The main components
shall, as much as possible, be separated in such a way that single equipment events, such as e.g.
fire or explosion, do not escalate.

12.10.2

The facility is divided into the following main components:
1)

LNG Carrier Un-loading Terminal Area

2)

LNG Storage Area

3)

Hazardous Process Area

4)

Non-hazardous Utilities Area

5)

Office & Warehouse Facilities

6)

Flare / Vent Area

The LNG Storage Area, the Hazardous Process Area, The Non-hazardous Utilities Area and the
Office- and Warehouse Facilities Area are located next to each other in a confined area. The
location of one area is made with due consideration to the location of the other areas.
The areas have been laid out with a progressive reduction in risk and noise towards the officeand warehouse facilities. Noise requirements shall be complied with at all boundaries to the Site
and the requirement for noise enclosures around compressors should be evaluated.
The compressor station for the BalticConnector Pipeline has not been included as part of the LNG
Re-gasification Plant.
A schematic drawing of a general layout for the LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities
proposed is shown in Figure 12-24.
A road has been included inside the fence to ensure escape and internal logistics are properly
secured. Furthermore, locating the roads this way, the roads will function as extra distance
barrier towards neighbors and public roads.
The Temporary Refuge (TR) is assumed to be located inside the office or warehouse buildings and
due consideration is made to minimize the risk during escape from the working areas to the TR.
The equipment is assumed to be located on both sides of a central pipe rack located close to the
centre line of the Site. The pipe rack will inter-connect the LNG Storage-, the hazardous processand the non-hazardous utility areas.
Consideration has been given to ensure accessibility for installation and maintenance activities.
The equipment layout is modularized and space is provided for additional similar sized
equipment, where possible, to facilitate increase of the plant capacity should this be of interest
sometime in the future.
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12.10.2.2
LNG Carrier Un-loading Terminal Area
The LNG carrier un-loading terminal area shall contain the jetty, the loading arms and the unloading manifold.
12.10.2.3
LNG Storage Area
The LNG storage area shall contain the LNG Storage Tanks.
12.10.2.4
Hazardous Process Area
The hazardous process area shall contain the hazardous equipment from the re-gasification
facilities.
The hazardous process area for the Re-gasification Facilities shall contain the Re-condenser, the
Send-out Pumps, the Vaporizers, the Export Metering facilities, the compressor K.O. Drum, the
K.O. Drum Liquid Return Pumps, the Boil-off Compressor, the Minimum Export Compressor,
Closed- and Open Drain Tanks and the Flare / Vent Stack K.O. Drum.
12.10.2.5
Non-hazardous Utilities Area
The Non-hazardous utilities area shall contain the non-hazardous utilities for the re-gasification
process. This includes the electrical building and the utility system equipment such as e.g. air
compressors and dryers, nitrogen generators, site connections to public fresh and fire water
lines, power generation, etc.
12.10.2.6
Office and Warehouse Facilities Area
The office and warehouse facilities area contains car parking, office-, control room-, workshop
and warehouse facilities.
12.10.2.7
Flare / Vent Area
The flare area contains the vent and / or flare facilities.
The flare/vent area has been segregated as much as possible by distance from the areas where
workers are and thereby prioritized the day to day protection of workers as much as possible
from the radiation from the flare / vent area. However, this is a compromise as some safety
distance to the LNG Storage Tanks would also have been preferential. The optimum flare position
has to be evaluated by separate safety study.

LNG Storage
Area

Hazardous Vaporizers Non-hazardous
Utility Area
Process Area

Piperack

Office
and
Warehouse
Facilities

Internal
Road
Flare/Vent

Figure 12-24. Schematic layout for the LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities.
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Main Equipment Description
A detailed description of each of the main equipment items is provided in this section.

12.10.3

Reference is made to the PFD’s attached in Attachment 1 for further details.
Loading Arms (94-MU-001/2/3)
Loading arms installed at the pier provide the flexible connection between the fixed pier and the
moving LNG carrier.

12.10.4

The loading arms are flexible and allow the moving LNG carrier systems to be connected to the
fixed onshore systems during unloading operations.
The draught of the LNG carrier changes as cargo is unloaded. Moreover, tide, wind and weather
conditions make the LNG carrier move while it is moored to the pier. The mooring of the LNG
carrier limits the ship to move within the operating limits of the loading arms.
It has been assumed that three loading arms, two for the cryogenic LNG interface and one for
vapor return, provide the flexible interface between the moving midship manifold at the LNG
carrier and the fixed installations at the pier.
The loading arms are typically provided with hydraulics to maneuver the interface hub in place
during normal connection and disconnection operations. The loading arms are provided with ESD
functions, isolation valves and break away couplings to segregate systems with a minimum of
LNG spillage and stop escalation of unexpected events.
The loading arms shall be sized to match the size of the LNG carriers unloading at the terminal.
LNG Storage Tanks (01-TX-001/2)
The LNG from the LNG carrier is unloaded to the terminal LNG Storage Tanks for temporary
storage.

12.10.5

The LNG Storage Tanks are assumed to be above ground tanks of the full containment type and
LNG is stored fully refrigerated at approximately ambient pressure.
All connections to the tanks are through the roof and fitted with valves at the roof top to avoid
tank draining in case of failure outside the tank.
Boil-off vapors are continuously produced in the LNG Storage Tanks by heat transfer from the
surroundings and the tanks are maintained fully refrigerated by continuous removal of vapor boiloff.
The LNG carriers entering the Baltic Sea during the winter season must be ice classed (Ice class
1A), but it is not assumed there will be any winter accessibility issues as such and the supply of
LNG is assumed to be stable throughout the year. Two 165,000 m3 LNG Storage Tanks have been
assumed for plant availability issues.
In-tank Pumps (27-PS-001/2 (A/B))
The In-tank Pumps deliver the export LNG flow from the LNG Storage Tanks to the Re-condenser.

12.10.6

During normal operations the LNG pump discharge stream is sub-cooled by elevating the
pressure to provide sufficient heat capacity to re-liquefy the boil-off vapors from the LNG Storage
Tanks at the Re-condenser. Subject to site specific environmental conditions and tank design,
this corresponds to an elevated discharge pressure from the In-tank Pumps of approximately 11
barg.
The In-tank Pumps are typically deep well type- or submerged type pumps installed inside the
tanks in caissons or within pump wells. One 100 % capacity deep well pump installed inside a
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caisson and one 100 % capacity submerged pump installed in a pump well have been assumed
for each LNG Storage Tank.
Re-condenser (27-HE-001)
The pressure elevated boil-off vapors from the Boil-off Compressor are mixed with the sub-cooled
LNG in the Re-condenser and re-liquefied into LNG.

12.10.7

The capacity of the Re-condenser to recover the boil-off vapors depends on the LNG export rate.
In case the LNG export rate from the facility is not high enough to absorb all of the boil-off
vapors, the Minimum Export Compressor may be required.
The Re-condenser has a packed bed to allow for better contact area between the gas and the
liquid.
Send-out Pu mps (27-PA-001 (A/B))
The Send-out Pumps take the LNG from the Re-condenser and send it to the Vaporizer at the
required export pressure for the transmission network.

12.10.8

A pump skid with two 100 % capacity centrifugal pumps has been assumed for the base case.
For case 2, two parallel pump skids have been assumed, each with the same pump configuration
as above but with two different export pressures.
Vaporizers (27-HI-001/2/3/4)
The LNG stream is re-gasified in the Vaporizers before being sent to the export pipeline. The LNG
terminal will have multiple parallel operating vaporizers.

12.10.9

The number of vaporizers differs between the different cases.
Different types of vaporizers can be considered:
·
·
·

Open rack vaporizers (ORV): use seawater to heat and vaporize the LNG
Submerged combustion vaporizers (SCV): use gas as fuel for the combustion that
provides vaporizing heat
Shell and tube vaporizers: use an external source of heat (typically from a synergy
industry such as e.g. power generation) to heat and vaporize the LNG

The seawater temperature in the Baltic Sea is assumed to be close to the freezing point in the
winter time and open rack vaporizers are therefore not considered practical during the winter
season for an application in this region. ORV’s could, however, be used as a supplement to lower
operating costs during the summer season. This is considered as a sub-optimization to the overall
business case at this stage and shall be evaluated in further detail during the FEED phase.
Synergy industries are typically industries with large amounts of waste heat or industries with
large cooling requirements such as power generation or combustion of waste. There is a coal
power plant at Inkoo in Finland and considerations of power plants interfacing with the regasification facilities at both Paldiski and Muuga in Estonia. The reliability of the heat supply and
conditions at which waste heat can be supplied to the LNG terminal has not been assessed. The
options for operational savings through synergy industries are therefore considered as a suboptimization to the overall business case at this stage, to be evaluated in further detail during the
FEED phase.
The Submerged Combustion Vaporizers are self-contained and temperature independent of the
surrounding environment. Furthermore, SCV’s have a high efficiency why they are considered the
best option for an onshore re-gasification application in the seasonal cold environment of Estonia.
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The larger part of the operational costs of the LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities relates to
the gas consumption in the vaporizers and the most optimum solution for this application may be
found by a combination of the different technologies described above.
It is therefore recommended that the different technologies are evaluated in further detail during
the Concept FEED and the FEED phases with the purpose of finding the most optimum balance
between CAPEX and OPEX for the development.
This study is based on the conservative assumption that Submerged Combustion Vaporizers are
used to vaporize all gas at the plant.
Compressor K. O. Drum (23-VD-001)
The Compressor K. O. Drum protects the Boil-off Compressor from liquids that could harm the
compressor.

12.10.10

The larger part of the LNG vapors from the Compressor K. O. Drum are routed to the LNG carrier
during unloading operations. Excess (boil-off) vapors are always routed to the Boil-off
Compressor.
The liquids from the Compressor K. O. Drum are pressure elevated by two 100 % capacity
centrifugal pumps (23-PA-002 A/B) and routed to the LNG line upstream the Re-condenser.
Vapor Return Blower (39-KF-001)
During unloading of the LNG from the LNG carrier into the LNG Storage tanks, the vapors inside
the LNG Storage tanks are displaced by the LNG entering the tanks. These vapors are returned to
the LNG carrier through the vapor return system and Loading Arm.

12.10.11

Subject to the pressure losses in the vapor return system, a Vapor Return Blower may be
required to send the displaced vapors back to the ship.
The distances between the tanks and the vessels are in general short (less than approx. 3 km)
for all of the reviewed locations, why we have assumed none of the locations will need a Vapor
Return Blower to enhance unloading operations at full rate.
A more detailed assessment based on the detailed layout is required to verify this assumption
during the Concept FEED phase.
Boil-off Compressor (23-KA-001)
The Boil-off Compressor is typically a three stage compressor elevating the pressure of the boiloff vapors. The discharge stream from the compressor is routed to the fuel gas system and to the
Re-condenser during normal operations. The boil-off vapors that cannot be used as fuel gas or
recovered in the Re-condenser are sent to the Minimum Export Compressor.

12.10.12

Though the Boil-off Compressor is rotating equipment requiring regular maintenance, the Boil-off
compressor has not been assumed to be spared. It is assumed compressor maintenance is
performed during planned shutdowns or the gas can be flared during compressor maintenance.
The type of compressor to be used for this purpose shall be determined during the FEED phase.
The utilities required for compressor operation depend on the type of compressor chosen for the
LNG terminal.
The compressor is assumed to be supplied as a self-contained unit and provided with surge
control and other protective systems.
Minimum Export Compressor (23-KA-002)
Subject to the minimum export flow rate from the terminal, a Minimum Export Compressor may
be required to elevate the pressure of the boil-off vapors to the pipeline pressure in order to
export boil-off gas directly to the pipeline.

12.10.13
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The Minimum Export Compressor is necessary in case the sub-cooled LNG export rate is not
sufficient to absorb all the boil-off vapors in the Re-condenser when operating at low export rates
from the re-gasification facilities.
The minimum export flow has not been specified for any of the terminals and we have included
minimum export compressors for all three locations.
Though the Minimum Export Compressor is rotating equipment requiring regular maintenance,
the Minimum Export Compressor has not been assumed to be spared. It is assumed compressor
maintenance is performed during periods with normal gas export.
The type of compressor to be used for this purpose shall be determined during the FEED phase.
The utilities required for compressor operation depend on the type of compressor chosen for the
LNG terminal.
The compressor is assumed to be supplied as a self-contained unit and provided with surge
control and other protective systems.
The Minimum Export Compressor will be excluded if the Vapor Handling System is provided with
re-liquefaction facilities for strategic storage.
Minimum Export Compressor After-cooler (23-HC-001)
The discharge from the Minimum Export Compressor is hot gas and the gas temperature may be
above the pipeline design conditions and gas transmission system’s specification. The high
temperatures may be an issue since the pressure rating of steel is lower at higher temperatures.

12.10.14

In case of low (but not extremely low) LNG export flows, the compressed boil-off vapors will be
blended with vaporized LNG and the export temperature can be adjusted thereby.
However, when the boil-off vapors are the only gas exported from the terminal, an Export
Compressor After-cooler may be required to cool the compressed boil-off vapors to comply with
pipeline design parameters. This is subject to the operating pressures and temperatures for the
export pipeline from the terminal and the piping specification for the export piping from the LNG
terminal.
The margin between the discharge pressure and the pipeline rating is assumed to be large for all
of the reviewed projects and we have assumed the Minimum Export Compressor After-cooler can
be avoided for all three applications.
Outlet Custody Flow Metering (27-II-001)
The Outlet Metering system is installed downstream the LNG Vaporizer and the Minimum Export
Compressor before sending the gas to the export pipeline. The Outlet Metering system shall
measure the amount of gas exported to the pipeline.

12.10.15

The detailed metering philosophy for the total plant must be defined in compliance with
requirements from the authorities before final selection of meters is made.
Ultrasonic metering can be used for fiscal metering with a required accuracy of approx. ±1%.
Turbine flow meters can be used where higher accuracy is required.

12.11 Process Control System
The LNG Storage and Re-gasification terminal is assumed to be controlled by a fail-safe and
remote operated control system. All functions are controlled by an Integrated Control and Safety
System (ICSS).
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The system is provided with pressure and temperature gauges, flow meters, level indicators and
other instruments providing read-back of operational parameters to the control system.
Control valves, variable speed drives and other control functions automatically adjust selected
operating parameters and thereby maintain the system to operate within the normal operating
envelope.
Operators monitor the operations to ensure they are maintained within the normal operational
envelope. Alarm functions advise the operator when pre-set boundaries are exceeded. Should the
operator not be able to intervene and stop the unintended development, automated shut-down
functions take control of the facilities, shut it down and provide plant segregation as shutdown
set-point settings are exceeded.
The interface with the Emergency Shut Down (ESD) systems of the LNG carriers shall be
designed into the system.
The operations are assumed to be controlled and monitored from a 24 hour manned central
control room. The control room can be located at the site or at another near-by location.

12.12 Utilities/Auxiliary equipment
No design work or evaluations have been made on utility systems as part of the feasibility study.
The following utilities are required at the LNG terminal:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Instrument air
Nitrogen
Seal gas
Fuel gas
Water supply
Diesel oil
Vent/flare system
Open Drain System
Sewage system
UPS/Emergency power
Fire Water System

12.12.1 Instrument Air System

The instrument air system provides air for the operation of pneumatic operated valves as well as
other pneumatic equipment. The system will also provide instrument air for the nitrogen
generation system.
12.12.2 Nitrogen System

The nitrogen system provides nitrogen for purge. Purge gas can be needed on a continuous basis
in connection with normal operations, e.g. purging of compressor gas seals as well as in
connection with maintenance operations.
Further, nitrogen may be blended into the gas export stream to adjust the heating value to
match the Wobbe Index specification in the gas transmission network.
12.12.3 Seal Gas

The LNG is a dehydrated gas and the compressor seals can be engaged by the gas. Seal gas is
therefore not assumed to be needed for the operation of the compressor. However, in case the
compressor has to be in a noise enclosure to manage noise issues, the secondary seals have to
be engaged with a non-explosive seal gas.
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Nitrogen is typically used as seal gas where hydrocarbon small leakages cannot be accepted.
12.12.4 Fuel Gas

Fuel gas must be supplied to the vaporizers.
The fuel gas supply to the vaporizers is assumed to be taken off the export line upstream the
export metering station and downstream the Boil-off Compressor.
The fuel gas supply line is assumed to be fitted with an ultrasonic meter to meter the total fuel
gas consumption.
12.12.5 Water Supply

Firewater as well as drinking water are assumed to be supplied to the LNG terminal in sufficient
amounts from the public systems.
12.12.6 Diesel Oil

A diesel tank will be required to store fuel for an emergency diesel generator.
Further, diesel supply to the vaporizers is assumed to be required for start-up purposes.
12.12.7 Vent/Flare system

From an environmental point of view, it is generally preferred to burn the gas in a flare system
rather than venting the gas to the atmosphere. Authorities may require the facilities to be fitted
with a flare system for operational depressurization and a vent system for emergency
depressurization.
For upset conditions, where the boil-off vapors from the tanks cannot be used as fuel or
exported, means for safe disposal of the vapors are required. This is assumed to be by flaring.
In addition to this, blow-down of LNG volumes contained in closed piping sections will be
necessary during emergency situations. This is assumed to be by venting.
The lines to the flare and the vent stack are assumed to be fitted with ultrasonic meters to meter
the total flared- or vented gas volumes.
12.12.8 Open Drain system

Rain water and other liquids collected from bunded areas and other areas which could be
contaminated will be routed to a skimmer tank for treatment before routing rainwater to the
public drain system.
Skimmed off liquids and settlements are assumed to be disposed by truck.
12.12.9 Sewage system

The sewage network is assumed to be connected to the public sewage system.
12.12.10 Power Generation

The LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities are assumed to be provided with power generation
facilities.
The power is assumed to be generated by dual fuelled (gas & diesel) gas turbines.
12.12.11 UPS/Emergency power

All the essential systems and installations, such as safety control systems, process control
systems, fire and gas detection systems and emergency lighting, will be supplied by
Uninterruptible Power System (UPS).
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An emergency generator is assumed to supply power to essential equipment (HOLD – See
Firewater).
The UPS systems will have backup power supply from the emergency generator set.
12.12.12 Firewater

Firewater is assumed to be supplied to the LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities from the
public firewater system in sufficient amounts. The LNG Storage and Re-gasification facilities are
therefore only assumed to be provided with a firewater distribution system.

12.13 Hazardous Areas
Reference is made to the layout description in section 12.10.2 above.

12.14 Availability
Availability is assumed to be an issue and some equipment is spared for this reason.
The LNG Carriers are assumed to contain approximately 140,000 – 165,000 m3 of LNG. The total
LNG Storage Tank volume is selected larger to ensure sufficient buffer capacity to manage some
delays in the supply chain to the LNG import terminal. Furthermore, the increased volume is
based on a second tank to facilitate tank inspection and maintenance while maintaining
uninterrupted operations.
Rotating equipment needs regular maintenance and must be assumed to be out of service from
time to time. Pumps are, in general, assumed to be spared to facilitate maintenance while
maintaining operation. It is assumed the authorities will accept boil-off vapors to be flared during
maintenance of the compressors and the Boil-off- and the Minimum Export Compressors are
assumed not to be spared.
The vaporizers are sensitive with regards to start and stop operations and should be kept in
operation whenever possible. Each unit is assumed to be supplied with reserve capacity to
manage the case of one unit temporary being out of service.
Power generation is assumed to be robust industry type of turbines with service intervals in
excess of 30,000 hours, why the power generation is not assumed to be spared.
Other equipment is assumed not to be spared.
The plant is thereby assumed to have an availability above 98 %, excluding planned
maintenance. This assumption should be validated by the performance of a RAM analysis as a
part of the Concept FEED phase.

12.15 HSE - Health, Safety and Environment
The feasibility study has been based on preliminary HSE considerations.
The LNG Import Terminal does not contain noisy equipment as such. Noise management issues
are therefore expected to be limited to the Boil-off Compressor, the Minimum Export Compressor
and compressors in the instrument air and nitrogen generation systems. These systems should
be located with some distance from the fence to ensure the noise limits at the boundary of the
Site not are exceeded. The need for noise enclosures around some of the equipment shall be
evaluated in further detail during the FEED phase.
Equipment selection is assumed to be Best Available Technology (BAT) to limit emissions to the
environment to be within the specified limits.
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Rain water and other liquids collected from bunded areas and other areas which could be
contaminated will be routed to a skimmer tank for treatment before routing to the public drain
system. Skimmed off contaminated liquids and settlements are assumed to be sent to disposal by
truck.
Space is used to segregate the LNG Storage Area, the Hazardous Process Area and the Utility
Area as much as possible at the Site.
The control system is assumed to be a “fail safe close” system closing down and isolating the
plant in sections should an undesired/emergency event occur. The largest risk component which
could cause an escalation of an event is assumed to be the LNG Storage Tanks. The control room
is located as far as practically possible from the gas inventory which could put the impairment of
the control room at risk in the event of an uncontrolled event.
Firewater and foam are assumed to be supplied in sufficient amounts from a public system and
the impairment of the safety systems has therefore not been considered in further detail.
The relative safety aspect of the various plant components and their protection systems should
be evaluated in further detail during the FEED phase with the purpose of optimizing the plant
layout to lower the total risk to be As Low As Reasonable Possible (ALARP).
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12.17 Attachment 1- Process Flow Diagrams
250-00-002 PFD: LNG Re-gasification and vapor handling system (Case 1)

250-00-012 PFD: LNG Re-gasification and vapor handling system (Case 2)
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12.18 Attachment 2 - Operational Process Flow Diagrams
250-00-003 – Operational PFD: LNG Re-gasification and vapor handling system.
Operation: LNG unloading with vapor return line (Case 1)
250-00-004 – Operational PFD: LNG Re-gasification and vapor handling system.
Operation: Gas export (Case 1)
250-00-005 – Operational PFD: LNG Re-gasification and vapor handling system.
Operation: LNG unloading and gas export (Case 1)
250-00-013 – Operational PFD: LNG Re-gasification and vapor handling system.
Operation: LNG unloading with vapor return line (Case 2)
250-00-014 – Operational PFD: LNG Re-gasification and vapor handling system.
Operation: Gas export (Case 2)
250-00-015 – Operational PFD: LNG Re-gasification and vapor handling system.
Operation: LNG unloading and gas export (Case 2)
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12.19 Interface to Infrastructure
Distances from the technical infrastructure and communications from the LNG terminals are given
in Table 1. Paldiski is located in the vicinity of 110/35 kV substation. In the port of Muuga, close
to the potential site for a LNG terminal is located 110/35 kV substation and in port of Inkoo
400/110 kV substation.
Gas pipeline network distances are given in both to the existing gas network and to the planned
Balti Connector. Connection to the gas pipeline network must be taken into account the
reconstruction of the existing distribution gas pipeline network into transmission network to meet
the requirements of the needed pressure and volumes of the imported gas.
Water supply of the Paldiski project assumes the connection with the existing Paldiski town water
supply system. Nearly the same situation is existing in the Inkoo. In Muuga there is a
compliance of the existing water supply is next to the site.
Fire water supply and rain drain water systems have to be built in Paldiski and Inkoo. In Muuga
needed fire water technical infrastructure is existing.
Required road network have to be constructed in Paldiski. In Muuga and Inkoo road networks
existing and are close to the site. Railway network is located for about five km from the sites in
Paldiski and Inkoo. In the Muuga the railway network in very close to the site.

Paldiski

Muuga

Inkoo

~3,2 km

~3,7 km

~1 km

~40 km

~10 km[1]

~20 km

Interface to Balticconnector (plan.)

~9 km

~60 km

~400 m

Water supply

~3 km

20 m

~1 km

Power supply (distance to the transmission)
Interface to existing gas transmission system

Fire water supply

-

[2]

500 m

-

[2]

Rain water drain systems

-

[2]

35 m

-

[2]

Sewage systems

~3 km

25 m

-

[2]

Road infrastructure

~2 km

25 m

20 m

Railway infrastructure

3,5 km

200 m

5 km

Table 1: Distances from the LNG terminal
[1]

– distribution gas network pipeline from Muuga to Loo/Saha would require the upgrade construction into

new high-pressure transmission pipeline
[2]
- must be constructed separately
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